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INTROOOCITON

This annotated Bibliography contains upwards of 240 works on the cli.rrate of
Sudan,
to

published between 1829 and 1987. The purfX'se of the Bibliography is

facilitate

particular

access

aspect

of

to
the

the

surprisingly

Sudanese

enviro!liT'ent,

increasingly ifnt:;ortant in the last decade.
far

more

Sudan (ed.

(ed.

literature
one

that

on

has

this
becar.e

The works cited here provide a

comprehensive list than the climatology/meteorology sections

eg.

contemporary Sudan bibliographies,
~

large

Zahlan),

W:::>rld Bibliographica 1 Series, Vol.

Daly) and An l>.gricultural Bibliography of
and

updates

the

of

older,

specialist

Sudan,

1974-83

meteorological

bibliographies of 1951 (see entry 3) and 1962 (see entry 2),

which in

any

case have different geographical dc:xrains.
This

canpilation cannot claim to be canprehensive,

but it has

included

several of the earliest works dating fran the 19th and early 20th centuries
and all the iffit:;ortant works of more recent decades.

English works have been included (eg.
but

Arabic, French, Geman arrl Italian),

again no claim to canpleteness here is made.

less

accessible

in

theses

and dissertaticns are included,

Sudanese,

British

and

American

this

author

In such cases, or where accuracy

this is indicated by a double

doubt,

Sane of the earliest or

references cannot be fully authenticated by

since these works have not been examined.

is

A srrall number of noo-

asterisk

( **) .

Unpublished

follaving an exhaustive search of

(although

not

European)

unpublished

material.
The

Bibliography includes works which are exclusively concerned with

cli.Trate of Sudan (defined as the 20th century nation,
zone),

or

with

a

the

not the vegetational

majoring errphasis on Sudanese climate where

the

work

concerns wider cli.rratic and atrrospheric processes. Excluded are works which
discuss

the

climate of Sudan within the context

iii

of

investigations

into

regional-scale events,
clinate

(unless,

example).
najority

of

Abstracts
of works.

for exanple, Sa.helian climate or north-east African
course,

Sudan

is taken as the

are only selective,

najor

illustrative

but have been included

for

These have been canpiled eitrer by the present

the

author

or, where pcssible, extracted from the original work.
Works

have

been classified according to seven categories.

works

inevitably

twice

and judge:rent was employed to identify the pri.Irary anphasis

work.

The seven categories are listed below.

climatology,

fall into rrore than one category,

Although

no work

The first of

is

tl'~se,

sane

included
of

the

general

is used as the 'dustbin' category. There is also a listing of

Honthly or Annual Reports or Publications of relevance (rrostly by the Sudan
Heteorological

Service)

al trough the present status of sane of

these

is

uncertain. The Bibliography is canpleted with an index by year and author.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

General climatology
.r-:eteorology and synoptic clinatology
Precipitation clinatology
Applied clinatology
Evap::>ration
Clinatic change
Atrrospheric dust
Honthly/Annual reports arrl publications

iv

1

On the canponents of the radiation balance at the Gezira, SUdan
Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Reading,
Adam,E.H.S. (1971)
38pp.

The components of the radiation balance were measured over cotton,
groundnuts and bare ground at Wad Medani fran Septemter 1970 to January
1971. All the measurements were made urder clear sky cooditions. Ina::ming
shortwave radiation,
reflection coefficients,
and outgoing longwave
radiation were measured. Canopy tanfX=ratures were obtained fran longwave
radiation measurerrents and canpared to screen tenp:!ratures. The latter \-.ere
consistently 2 degrees centigrade higrer than canopy ternr:;eratures. Net
radiation was determined both from regression estiwation and from direct
measurement. These two values agreed to within 10%.
2

An annotated bibliography on clinatic maps of SUdan
Allen,W.J.Jr. (1962)
U.S. Weather Bureau

[ **]

3

Bibliogra{ily: clinatology of north-east Africa
Arrerican t<Eteorological Society (1951)
Meteorological Abstracts and
Bibliography 2(10), 831-65

OVer 250 items are listed, dated between 1862 arrl 1951, covering asfX=cts of
clinatology from Egypt, Sudan, Ethiopia, Saraliland and northeast Africa in
general.
Brief abstracts are included. All the relevant items are
incoq:orated in this current bibliography, which has additional items in
the period 1862 to 1951 to the 1951 bibliography.
4

en

a clinatic classification for the SUdan arrl short-tenn soil nnisture
rorxlitioos in the central region
Awadulla,S.A. (1981)
Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of
Sheffield,

This thesis classifies the climate of the Sudan on the basis of Penman
esti.rrates of !X)tential eva!X)transpiration (P.E.). To derive all the
canfOnents of Peruran 's forrrula, the required pararreters were made available
at 286 feints each of which had at least 20 years of rainfall records. A
Distance-Weighted
Least
Squares Approximation t<Ethod was
used
to
extra!X)late pararreters frcrn measured sites. Fran the resulting P.E.
esti.rrates, soil mositure indices were derived and climatic boundaries
drawn. After nodifying fX=ntadly eva!X)transpiration according to the soil
rroisture depletion curve of Thor~thwaite, the pentadly march of water
balance was investigated using Fourier Time Series Analysis. This enabled
investigations of the tan{X)ral variability of the peak of soil moisture
content. Wet and dry P=ntads were identified and a Harkov chain probability
rrodel was applied to determine the likelihood of runs of dry pentads.

5 Clirnatological diagrams: FJnrptian and Sudanese stations
Ball,J. (1910)
Cairo Scientific~ 4, 278-79
TWo diagrams are constructed, one plotting temperature and relative
humidity for Egyptian staticns and the other for Sudarese stations.
6

'!he diversity of SUdanese clirnate
Barbour ,K.M. ( 1961 ~
pp. 38-51 in, 'The ~blic of the Sudan: ~
regional geography
Barbour,K.M., University of Lcndon Press,
London, 292pp.

This chapter presents a comprehensive overview of too clirnate of Sudan with
sections on the range of climate, a brief synoptic climatology, the seasons
of the year (shita, sief, kharif and darat) and the main climatic regions.
Nine maps of different climatic parameters are included. The data is mainly
based on the 1921-50 reference period.
7 Autunn tenperatures in the Red Sea Hills
Berry,L. and Cloudsley-Thc:rnpson,J.L. (1960)

Nature

188,

843

Sane very high sand surface tenp=rtures were recorded in the autunn of 1960

from the Red Sea Hills area to the north of Port Sudan. For example, on
Septanl:er 24th at 1300 hours a sand terrperature of 83. 5°C (air temperature
40 to 44°C) was recorded. Enorrrous diurnal tenperature fluctuations exist
in such desert habitats.
8

9

at Port Sudan [**]
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1960)
Merroir No.3,
Khartoum

~ther

Sudan Meteorological Servioe,

Correlation of wind direction and tenperature
Bliss,E.W. (1913)
cairo Scientific Journal 7,

177-79

This study is undertaken to determine i f hot weather at Khartoun was
connected with easterly winds. The sarre rreth:xl is then applied to Helwan
and Alexandria in Egypt. Methcx:1s are discussed ard representative data for
1908-12 are given.
10 Notes on SUdan weather
Bliss,E.W. (1914)
cair£ Scientific Journal

8,

161-62

Cbe table gives the ni..ITlber of days with thunder or lightning at various
places in the Sudan by rronth; another sha,.;s diurnal variation of rainfall
for various plaoes, averaged for 1909-1913.
11

'!he cl.irrate of Sennar

Brocchi,G.B. (1829)

[ **]
Nationa..!_ Philosophical Journal,

2

7

12

The c 1imate of the B:Jyptian Sudan
Bruckner,E. ( 1899)
Quart. ~~ 9i

~~ Royal

Ne t. Soc.

25,

17 5

A brief slllTl!T'ary of t re tanr:;erature arrl rainfall regirre of the Egyptian
Sudan as understood at the time of Kitchene r's campaign t o r eclaim the
Sudan. Rains only becare regular south of Dongola, at Khartoun tre rainy
season is July to September with sane ~ay showers and up the Blue Nil e at
Gedaref and Sennar tre rainy season is from the end of June to the end of
December. Ccmnent is also na.de on Kordofan and the Upper Nile areas, the
fonrer experiencing rainfall every '3rd or 4th day' during the rainy
season. No specific rainfall totals are given, but rrean temperatures are
quoted and it is c1ai.rred that around Makraka and Sue1i in southern Sudan
the 'c1irrate is suited even for European habitation'.
13

14

Khartoum weather
Davies,H.R.J. (1959)

Journal of Geography

Annual z.Eteorological Report
Egyptian G:>vernrrent (1900-49)
Cairo

( 40 volumes),

58,

286-93

l-Eteorological De_Fartrnent,

This annual re[X)rt includes yearly clirratic data fran Sudanese as well as
B:Jyptian stations. For exanple, in 1907, fifteen 2nd order clirratic
stations arrl 62 rainfall stations were recording fran Sudan. For Sudanese
data this Re[X)rt was .: superceded by the Annual t-Eteorological Re[X)rt
published by too Sudan Meteorological Service fran 1950 onwards (see 40).
15

Clinatic nonrals for Egypt, SUdan, Cardia, Cyprus an::1 Abyssinia
Egyptian G:>verrunent (1922)
Hinistry of Public W:>rks, Physical
Department, 100pp. Cairo

M:Jnthly and annual averages of various clirratic parameters are included for
varying pericx:1s up to 1920. Up to 30 Sudanese stations are included.
16

Clinatic nonrals for Egypt, Sudan, Candia, Cyprus an::1 Abyssinia
Egyptian G:>vernrrent ( 1938)
Ministry of Public Works, Physical
Department, 148pp.
Cairo

t-bnthly and annual average s of various clirratic parameters are included for
varying pericx:1s up to 1934. Over 50 Sudanese stations are included.
17 The clinate of the SUdan (in Arabic) [**]
El Tan,M.A. (1974)
The Institute of Arab Research and Studies, Cairo,
Egypt, 132pp. (plus 52 maps)

3

18

The diurnal variation of wind over tropical Africa
Farquharson,J.S. (1939)
Qtly. ~of tre ~Met. Soc.

65,

165-83

In central Sudan wind Sf€ed decreases f ran morning to midday. Upper wind
observations made twice daily at Khartoum during 1935 and 1936 provided
data for the investigation of this unusual type of variation. I t is sha..m
that this diurnal variation is typical of a wide belt of tropical Africa
and, based
on Upf€r air temperature observations at Khartoum, the
suggestion is made that it is due to the midday rise in temperature within
the region of the t.hernal equator at the height of the geostrophic wind
level, being less than that in regions north and south of it.
19

sunshine in the southern SUdan
FlCMer,W.D. (1939)
~ JL of

_!he~

Het. Soc.

65,

448-50

The founder of the independent Sudan Meteorological Service presents
nean rronthly sunshine hours for two southern stations, f.eridi and Yei.
These are briefly discussed. Data are based on several years in the 1930s.
A correction to the estimated cloud arrounts is p.ililisred in Qtly. ~ of
the~ f.~t.
Soc. 80,
102 (Pepper, 1954; not separately listed), in
which tre cloud arrounts are substantially reduced.
20

Clirratic statistics for selected statioos in .Anglo-~an SUdan
Frankel,M.H. (1942)
U.S. weather Bureau, Special Report No.l07,

Spp.

Climatological data for varying numl::;ers of years are tabulated for stations
in the Sudan: Hillet Doleib, Khartoum, Lerua, Port Sudan, l>'bngalla and
Kodok.
21

Clinates of Africa
Griffiths,J.F. (ed.) (1972)
(series ed.) Landsberg,H.H.,

World Survey of Climatology, Vol.lO,
Elseiner, 1\msterdam, 604pp.

Several sections in this volume relate to SUdanese clirrate, especially:
pp . 75-131 (the northern desert, Sahara), pp.l93-219 (semi-arid zooes) arrl
pp. 221-5 7 h·.et and dry tropics) . The following Sudanese stations have full
clirmte statistics tabulated, based on 1931-60 means: Dongola, Er Roseires,
Juba, Kassala, Khartoum, Malakal, Wadi Half a and wau.
22

Cloud distribution and developrent around Khartoun
Hammer,R.M. (1970) Weather 25, 411-14

Al thol.lCJh authors have been unable to define the exact nature of rainproducing conditioos in the Khartoum region, in general they cooclude that
there is a daninance of local storm develop-rent to the east and southeast
of Khartoum. This study shc:ws more precisely the neso-scale distribution of
cumuliform clouds and evaluates cloud distribution in terms of surface
features. A study of cumulus developnent and distribution was made by
visual observation during the rainy seasons, July to Septanber, of 1964 and
1965. Iburly observatioos were made on 102 days to detennine the area or
areas of the first cumulus developrent of the day. Orographic and
vegetative inducarents of cloud are rejected and the distribution of water
and irrigated surfaces presents the closest ralationship to the cloud
p:~.tterns, with cloud developing on the windward side of water surfaces.

4

23

Results of meteorological ol::servations in Upper Egypt arrl Sudan

(i n

Gennan)

Hann,J. (1908)

Meteorologische Ze i tschrift (Berl i n),

25,

A tabulated sl.llmBry is made of clirratologi cal ol::serva tions
1901-05 at Khartoum, Aswan, Berber, Ed oue im and rwnngalla.
24

559- 62
kept

between

Sturrrer weather over the Anglo-&Jyptian Sudan
· Harry,T. (1947)
\Vea.ther 2, 281-84

This is a general description of sumer weathe r, r eproduced fran the
Navigation Bulletin of the RAF. Cannent is mostly made on the August
synoptic situation and thunderstorm and haboob freque ncie s are of major
irrportance. Widespread surrurer sandstorms are distinguished fran intens e ,
do.Nrrlraught haboobs which predaninantly occur in tre afternoon a rd night.
The description is written fran the perspective of air pilots. A photograph
of a haboob is included.
25

'!he clinate of the Sudan
Ireland,A.W. (1952)
pp.62-83 in Agriculture in tre Sudan
'Ibthill,J., Oxford University Press, London

(ed.)

A brief summary of the atmospreric circulation and resulting climate of
Sudan is presented with the aid of half-a-dozen maps. Of greater value
perhaps, are the eight tables of rronthly nean statistics for 35 stations
throughout Sudan. These are for: Piche evar::cration, rainfall, relative
humidity, rrean naxim.un and mininurn teuperature, rrean temperature range and
absolute maximum and minimum tanperatures. The data are based on varying
periods up to 1940.
26

Solar radiation over SUdan - carp:n-ison of neasured
Khogali,A. ( 1983)
Solar Energy 31 ( 1), 45-53

am

predicted data

Measurements of global solar irradiance on a horizontal surface at 14
rreteorolcgical statims in Sudan are canpared with predictions made by two
independent rrethods. The first method is based on Angstran formula which
correlates relative global solar irradiance H/H 0 to corresponding r e lative
duration of bright sunshine n/N. Regional regression coefficients are
obtained and used for prediction of global solar irradiance. The agreement
with rreasuranents is better than 7 .5%. In the second method an eupirical
relation due to Barbaro et al. which use s sunshine duration and minirrum a i r
nass inputs is employed-:- Aflappropriate regional pararreter is determined
and used to predict solar irradiance at all stations with an accuracy
better than 8%. A canparison of the two rrethods is presented. Eight
stations have rreasurernent records of rrore than 15 years to 1980 (Port
Sudan, Shambat, Wad Medani, El Fas he r, Abu Na 'ana, Ghazala Gawazat, twlalakal
and Juba) and six statioos of less than 15 years (Dongola, Hudeiba, Aroma,
El Showak, Zalingei and Kadugli).

5

27 An exceptionally cool sreson in north-eastern Africa
Lebon,J.H.G. (1958)
Weather 13, 153-57
The weather of January to t-1arch 1957 was ranarkable for persistently subnonral temperatures, because ~lar continental air from the Eurasian land
mass predominated over air currents from other sources. The synoptic charts
for northern Africa and southwest Asia revealed that outflow of air from
the Russian winter anticyclone was exceptionally strong. The coldest
outburst occurred at the end of January when tE!nferatures fell to 7-10 ° C
belON the average. Recorded tE!llperatures were only very slightly above
absolute minima at Khartoum. An intensifying cold froot passing t-M-SE over
the r-ledi terranean arrl Egypt was responsible.
28

Iceberg in the SUdan
(1950)
weather

Lee,s.w.

5,

108

A likely hail storm in Northern Darfur near Kereinik is reported, although
local r ep::lrts describe the event as an 'icel::erg falling from the sky'.
29

Clinatic influenres in Egypt and the eastern Sudan
Lyons,H.G. (1910) Qtly. ~of the Royal Het. Soc.

36,

211-35

The author reviews climatic knowledge of

Sudan and the advance in
understanding and detail fran Bruckner's CC~T~rents of 1899 (see 12) is
marked. The review incorporates data on Nile discharge in Sudan, rrean
rronthly tE!llperatures, pressures, relative hunidity and rainfall, January
and July pressure charts and a discussion on the rronsoonal regirre over
Sudan. Connections are made between winter pressure in Egypt arrl rainfall
in Ethiopia in the follONing S\.ll11T'er (a primitive teleconnection). Sare
specific rainfall data for Khartoun, Kassala, Ed Dueim and Wad Medani are
presented, Khartoum's mean rainfall being 140rrm. This is excellent reading
for an appreciation of the state of k11aNledge of northeast African climate
in the first decade of the 20th century.
30

U:::M dew (X>int at Khartoum
M3.tthews,L.S. (1950)
Wefither

5,

263

A very lON dew point tE!llperature of -8.3°C recorded at 0300hrs. on May 7th
1950 at Khartoum is discussed. t-leteorological data are presented for the 24
hour period surrounding the event.
31

32

Climate of the Sudan [**]
M..!stafa,G. (1965)
Unpublished report,
Khartoum

Sudan M=teorological Service,

The diurnal regiloo of rainfall at Khartoun [ **]
Oliver,J.E. (1963)
~ M3.g. (uriiv. of Khartoum),

6

1,

20-22

33

The climate of KhartOI.Dll Province
Oliver,J.E. (196 5 ) Sudan Notes and Records

46,

90-1 29

A detailed S\.liTII'!CU"Y of the climatic charactersitics of Khartoum Province,
although most of the data are for Khartoum itself. 1921-50 and 1931-60
reference periods are used. The paper consists of a carrrentary on each of
the main climatic pararreters in turn, air terrperature, soil temperature,
sunshine and cloudiness, rainfall, relative humidity, evaporation, wind and
haboobs. This discussion is prefaced by a carrrent on too annual synoptic
regime and concluded by a cannent on the applied dimension of the previous
statistics. 21 tables of statistics and 8 diagrams are also included making
it a valuable published data source from the mid-1960s. Toore is no
discussion of any real concept of clinatic change or variability.
34

Soil temperatures in the arid tropics, with reference to Khart.oun
Oliver,J.E. {1966)
~of~~ 23,
47-54

The author discusses the factors influencing soil tEJ!lf€ratures in the
tropics. Data from Khartoum are used for examples. The intensity of
insolation in the arid tropical regicns is the dominant control of soil
temperatures. Moisture from rain plays a highly significant part at certain
tirres of the year, but its effect in dry soils in causing abrupt changes in
soil
temperatures
is different from that normally experienced
in
perrranently moist soils. The annual p3.ttern and diurnal regirre of soil
temperatures must therefore be considered in relation to the climatic
region.
35

A rainfall map of the Sudan Gezira
Randall,J.R. {1961)
Sudan Notes and Records

62,

29-36

Up to 123 station rainfall records are used to canpare annual isohyetal
rraps over the Gezira based on different densities of stations. Generalised
rraps at lOOrnn intervals using 30-year mean rainfalls from only 16 stations
are suggested to be inadequate for agro-climatological p.rrposes. A nruch
higher density of gauges should be used to compile maps. Sare attempt is
then rrade to account for the micro-variations in annual and monthly
isohyets over the irrigated Gezira which leads into discussions of
precipitation mechanisms. Sane comparisons are drawn with other irrigated
terrain rainfalls in the U.S.S.R. and the U.S.A.

36

The climate of the Sudan [**]
Rath,U.C.W. {1955)
pp.l05-12 in Proceedi~ of too Sudan
Philosophy Society Conference in f<Xld and society in too Sudan
Khartoum

37

'!he developnent of cumuloninDus cloud over the Sudan [**]
Rath,U.C.W. {1955)
Technical Note No.l {Old series), Sudan
~teorological Service,
Khartoum

38

The climate of the Egyptian Sudan
Stone,C.P. {1885)
Science 5

7

[ **]

39

The clirrate of the study area
Sudan Goverment ( 1983)
pp.l4-30 in, Developrent studies in the
Jong lei Canal area Final Report, Vol. 2 'Background , Ministry of
Finance and Econanic Planning, Khartoum

This presents detailed information on the climatic statistics of the
Jonglei area in southern Sudan: tenp:!rature, humidity, sunshine, solar
radiation, wind, evaporation and rainfall. It is infornation rather than
analysis, prepared under the auspicies of the Jonglei Development Council.
4 0 Annual Mateorological Report
Sudan Meteorolgical Service ( 1950-85)

Vo lurres 1-36,

Khartoun

Full tronthly rreteorological s\..11Tffi3Iies are incorporated for J:etween 50 and
90
Sudanese meteorological stations.
Mean rronthly
pressure,
air
tenp:!rature, vap:x.1r pressure, relative humidity, rainfall, surface wind,
cloud amount, Fiche evaporation and visibility are among the parameters
included. Pdditionally, until 1980 when the Annual Rainfall Report (see
128) was instigated, tronthly arrl annual rainfall totals were included for
varying numl:ers of raingauge stations (J:etween 200 and 700).
41

42

43

Wind sp:!ed statistics [ * * ]
Sudan t<leteorological Service ( 1954)

Panphlet No. 3,

Khartoun

Khartoun tanperatures [ **]
Sudan Mateorological Service ( 1955)

Pamphlet No.5,

Khartoun

'!he climate of Khartoun
Sutton,L.J. ( 1923)
Ministry of Public Works, Egypt,
Department, Pap:!r l'b. 9, Cairo, 6 5pp.

Physical

A thorough survey of the climate of Khartoum is made including numerous
illustrations, charts and tables. The climatological elerrents examined in
detail are atmospheric pressure, tenperature, humidity, clouds, sunshine,
haze, surface and up[:er air winds, rainfall and evaporation.
44

Clinatological normals for Egypt and the Sudan
Wright,J.W. (1938)
~ &
92, 563-64

The author caments on the 'norrnals' recently published for over lOO
Egyptian and Sudanese rreteorological stations and an equal number of
raingauges (see 16). There is no starrlard period, however, for these
nornals. A · relationship between Egyptian winter rainfall and Sudanese
sumrrer rainfall is rern.:rrked upon, as is the diurnal surface wind regime at
Khartoum, which reaches a maxima at 0900 hours.
45

The

climate of the Sudan acoord.i.ng to three clinatic

classificatioos

[**]

Youssef,A.M.F. (1966)
d'Egypte 39, 61-82

Bulletine de la Societe de Geographie

8

~

46

47

ME:l'ffiROLCGY AND SYNOPTIC CLIMA'IOLCGY

Thunderstonns in the SUdan
Abdalla,M.K. (1969)
Unpublished
Birmingham, 59pp.

Thesis (No.l2),

University of

The study of the circulation regime in N.E.Africa cmfornably (sic) to
the problems of weather forecasts [**]
Ahrred,M. El B. M. ( 1982)
Unpublished PhD Thesis, Leningrad
Hydrometeorology Institute, 239pp.

Examples of synoptic
Ethiopia and Somali.
48

~Se

circulation data are included

'!he ~reteorology of SUdan
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1963)
M2Iroir No.6,
Khartoum, l36pp.

from

Egypt,

Sudan,

Sudan M:?teorological Service,

A comprehensive guide to the mechanics and characteristics of clinate in
Sudan representing the contanporary understanding of the early 1960s. This
account remains perhaps the best detailed introouction to the ~reteorology
of SUdan.
49

Upper air research at Rooeires: preliminary notice of the results
cbtained at Rooeires during May and July, 1909
CUrry,P.A. (1909)
Cairo Scientific Journal 3, 254-56

The author studies the circulation of tre atrrosphere above the Blue Nile
area during the rainy season and attanpts to cmfirrn that rains probably
cxxre from the South Atlantic. Wind direction arrl predominance and velocity
at different altitudes are sunmarised in diagrarrrratic fonn.

50

Cbjective

~rethod

for forecasting rain arrl thurderstonns at Khartoom arrl
[ * *]
Unpublished report, Sudan Meteorological Service,

east central SUdan
Delsi,M. (1965)
Khartoum
51

Synq>tic circulation in relation to seasonal rainfall an::i Nile flocrl. in
the SUdan
Delsi,M. ( 1973)
Unpublished H.Phil. Thesis, University of Reading

It is shown that rainfall in the Sudan is closely related to the behaviour
of the ridge of the contours of the 700rrb surface which separates the
south\oA:sterly low level flow from the upper easterlies. Synoptic scale
circulation systems are identified at this level and their behaviour
appears to be closely related to mid-latitude disturbances. Similarly,
nonthly rainfall has been related to the monthly mean circultaion at the
700mb level. It is . also shown that once the changeover of the circulation
pattern from tre wmter to the surmer regine (which is canpleted by June)
has occurred, the circulation tends to persist througrout the sl.ll11l'ei', thus
exhibiting a mode of circulation of a time-scale of a season. This
9

phe nomenon was employed in the forecasting of seasonal rainfall
Nil e flood in the Sudan.
52

Up~ wi.rds at wadi Halfa (Sudan)
[**]
Qurward,J. (1936)
Professional Notes,
llpp.

~Et.

Office,

London,

and

No.72,

A year's observations of upper air winds at Wadi Halfa are surnrarised
discussion and tables.
53

the

in

Harrlbcx>k of instrurrents for rreteorolClg'ical observers in Egypt, the
Sudan and Palestine
Egyptian Government ( 1923)
Department, 56pp. Cairo

Ministry of Public Works,

Physical

One part of this publication contains instructions for taking arrl recording
otse rvations and notes on care of instruments. The second part gives fuller
descriptions of the various instrurrents in use at meteorolClg'ical stations
of the Egyptian-Sudanese Service and instructions as to row they should be
exposed.
54

'.111e forrra.tion of depressicns of the Kharnsin type
El Fandy,M.G. (1940) .Q!_ly_~ ~-1~ of the Royal Met. Soc.

66,

323-35

A further study has been made of the conditions in spring which produce
khamsin conditions in Egypt. Depressicns are then forrred which travel from
west to east roughly parallel to the North African coast. Such depressions
are regarded as produced by unstable conditions prevailing
between
intensely heated air to the south and cool air to the north. The cold air
is due to an anticyclonic distribution in the Mediterranean, while the hot
air is drawn northward fran the Sudanese low when it suffers large
oscillations tONards the north. These oscillations are in the main brought
about by the travelling depressions, the current bringing the hot air being
especially strong when the depressions reach the Red Sea. [Several pressure
naps are included of spring conditions over Sudan].
55

'!he effect of the Sudan M:lnsoon low on the developnent of tlumdery
conditicns in~, Palestine and Syria
El Fandy,M.G. (1948) Qt~ !ll:.:_ of the Royal 1-'Et. Soc. 74, 31-38

The thundery conditions which often develop in Egypt, Palestine and Syria,
during the autumn, have been further investigated. They have been found to
occur when the Sudan rronsoon low intensifies towards the north and supplies
the eastern .r-Editerranean with a warm south-easterly current. In a great
many cases, shallow depressioos form over the south-eastern Mediterranean,
or the adjacent land areas, as a result of the meeting of tre arove current
with the relatively cold north-easterly air of anti-cyclonic distribution
in Asia Minor.

10

56

Forecasting the sunner weather of tre Sudan arrl the rains tmt lead to
the Nile floods
El Fandy,M.G. (1949)
~~of the Royal Met. Soc.
75, 375-98

In the Sudan,
pressure-distribution shows a characteristic seasonal
variation. In st.liTIT'er, an oscillatory bararetric mininum is located over the
NE Sudan and is nornally an area of alrrost cloudless skies and intense
insolation; while over the greater part of Ethiopia and SE Sudan exterrls a
baranetric rraximum which also suffers fluctuations in its strength and
northward extent. 'Ha.boobs' and local convectional rain over the Sudan
usually accanp:my the northward oscillations of this bararetric rraxirnurn.
The pat:er studies the disturbances in the average pressure distribution and
the variations in the generl wind circulation. Four different tYP=S of
surmer disturbance have been distinguished as follows: i) sandstonns with a
IrOdification of the general circulation by tre onset of strong southerly
winds; ii) duststonns (or 'hal:::oobs') with irrluced cold fronts or line
squalls set up by thunderstonns; iii) low-level thurrlerstonns which form by
direct convection within the S to SW rronsoon; iv) high-level thunderstonns
followed by fairly widespread outbreaks of rain. [See corresporrlence with
Soliman (78) re. ICZ tenninology].
57

Effects of tOJ;x:>graphy arrl other features on the IOCNanent of la.-~s in the
Mid-East aOO. the SUdan
El Fandy,M.G. (1950)
Bulletin of too American Met. Soc. 31, 375-84

58

Troughs in the Upr;er Westerlies and cyclonic developrents in th:! Nile
Valley
El Fandy,f.l.G. (1950)
Qtly. ~ 2f Ql~ Royal Met. Soc. 76, 166-72

In the Middle East area troughs in the upi,:er westerlies are found,
generally, at levels over 2km intruding into low latitudes as far south as
the northern Sudan (20°N). These troughs usually travel eastwards, but tend
to trail over the NW of the Ethiopian Plateau. Analysis of these troughs
has sare value in forecasting upper winds on tl"e Cairo-Khartoum air route
and the local v.eather associated with these cyclones and also in studying
the general circulation in these latitudes.
59

60

'Ihe tropical easterly jet stream over Africa [**]
El Tantawy,A.H.I. (1963)
Egyptian Heteorological Department,
19pp.

Investigations on the Tropical Easterly Jet
Flohn,H. ( 1964)
Bonner Heteorologische Abhandlungen No.4,

Cairo,

83pp.

During the northern sl.lilTrer, the Tropical Easterly Jet (TEJ) exterrls in the
layer 200-lOOmb in the latitutde belt 5-20°N from the Philippines across
southern Asia and northern Africa to the ~stern Atlantic. Its t:ersistency
in position, direction and intensity is renarkable. Based on all available
actual wind observations during the period July-August 1956-62, the crosscirculations in the entrance and exit region of tre TEJ are quantitatively
est.irtated.
In the exit region (above Africa) the high-tropospheric
C<JlliXlnent perpendicular to the TEJ-axis is directed towards the north and

11

produces large-scale subsidence on the northern side of the jet. The unique
surmer aridity of the desert belt fran the \o.eStern Sahara to Pakistan which extends futher equatorward than in all other continents - is strongly
correlated with this forced descending notion on the northern side of the
TEJ exit region.
61

Contributions to a synoptic cli.natology of the Red Sea trench am
adjacent territories
Flohn,H. ( 1965)
Banner Meteorologische Abhandlungen No.5, 34pp.

The occurrence of CXX)l-season rains in the Red Sea Trench between latitude
13-20 ° N is derived fran an interaction between a regular rreso-scale
convergence zone, diurnal circulations aloog the coasts and escarprents and
syncptic-scale processes. The Red Sea Convergence zone is produced by the
serni-F€.rmanent Cyprus lJ::M in the eastern Nediterranean together with the
orographically forced convergence of the NE-trades into the Gulf of Men.
Data fran Sudan, esF€Cially the Red Sea Hills area, are included in the
analysis and the synoptic patterns and processes discussed have a major
bearing on the clinatolo:Jy of NE Sudan.
62

A rx:Jte on the influx of cold air into Egypt am northern Sudan fran
18th to 23rd April, 1930
Fla.ver,W.D. (1930)
Qtly. !!.!.:._of the Royal Met. Soc. 66, 216-22

synoptic analysis is made of ccnditions during this period when two
depressions of khamsin type passed over lower Egypt and Palestine; pressure
in the centre of the first was abnornally la.v for the time of year in the
region and the rrovanent of cold air into Egypt and SUdan is oonsidered.
A

63

Spatial distribution of rainfall in the Sudan
Hammer,R.M. (1967)
Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of California,
315pp.

This thesis studies the spatial distribution of rainfall sooth of the ITC
during the rainy season in Sudan (May-October). '!he basis of the analysis
is a series of daily IMps showing the distribution of rainfall stations
reporting rainfall. On each of these maps areas \o.ere del.imi ted according to
the percentage of stations reporting rainfall within the area. This
analysis was completed for two years, 1953 and 1961. The grosser aspects of
rainfall for these two years showed striking differences. 1953 was a year
of rainfall deficiency in southern Sudan and an above average rainfall year
in rrost of central Sudan. In contrast, 1961 was a well above average year
for
the southern Sudan and about average in central
SUdan.
The
investigation of daily rainfall distribution patterns showed that there was
a definite sequence of developnent. Over a period of four to five days,
rainfall tended to increase to a peak and then to decline to the level of
the first day. The rrost camon pattern of rainfall observed is one of
scattered patches with areas of no rainfall in between. The areas of
rainfall ap~r to develop in situ and rarely srow rroverrent from one day to
the next.
64

Spatial characteristics of thunderstorm develcprent in the central
Sudan
Hammer,R.r--1. (1971)
Proceedings of.!_~ American Association of Gec:qs.
3, 67-70
12

65

Air currents at different heights during the rainy season in the
Egyptian Sudan {in Gerrran)
Hann,J. {1909)
Meteorolcgische Zeitschrift {Berlin), 26, 565-66

T~

author reports on balloon experiments carried out by B.F.E.Keeling and
L.Clower into air currents up to an altitude of 14km at ~bngalla in
southern Sudan. These were carried out in July and August of 1907 and
foll~ed similar exr:;eri.rrents at cairo and Khartoum.
Wind velocity and
direction were deternined for lkm intervals up to 14krn and tre discontinuity
between lower westerlies and upr:er easterlies \\aS folll1d to be between 4 and
6kms [this exr:;eri.rrent is reiX>rted more fully in the cairo Scientific
Journal of 1908, which is not listed in this bibliography]. See also 85.
66

Takorad.i-I<hartoum air roote
Hare,F.K. {1943)
Aviation Meteorological ReiX>rt No.l7,
Meteorological Office, London

42pp.,

Original version of the reiX>rt later published in Clirratic Change {see 67).
Clinatic tables for El Geneina, El Fasher, El Obeid, Jebel Aulia and
Khartoum are included. Written under warti.rre cooditions and had restricted
circulation.
67

Takorad.i-I<hartoum air roote: general synoptic climate
Hare,F.K. {1977)
Climatic change 1, 157-72

Takoradi-I<hartoum air route runs fran the Gold Coast across the
interior of Africa to the Nile valley at Khartoun. It covers 35 degrees of
longitude; at one IX>int the route lies 1200 miles fran the nearest sea.
This par:er originally written in 1942 {see 66), describes the synoptic
cli.natology of this traverse across the African Sarel in tenns of gereral
controls on weather arrl daily changes in monsoon air. Four ptotographs are
included.
The

Forecasting divergence as a tool to forecast thunderstonns in ~ Sudan
[**]
Kruger,E. {1960)
pp.l55-67 in Tropical meteorology in Africa
(ed.) Berganon,D.F., Munitalp Foundation, Nairobi

68

On the relation between variaticns of aboosJileric pressure in northeast

69

Africa
Lyons,H.G. (1905)

!_>roe. of the Royal Soc. of London

The

ill

76,

66-86

author attempts to show that pressure anomalies are closely related to
the excess or deficit of the rronsoon rainfall of Abyssinia and consequentlY
to the Nile flood. Available data concerning Abyssinian rainfall are
summarised and other data for flood and pressure conditions from various
places in Sudan and Egypt are examined and canpa.red.

13

Same unsolved problems of the Nile Basin
Lyons,H.G. (1908)
Cairo Scientific Journal_ 2,

70

79-94

This contains discussion of sane rreteorological problems of the region
considering the questions of the m:msoon rains of Abyssinia and Sudan, of
climatic changes in the whole Nile region and of underground water and Nile
levels.
71

The variatioos of
t-ahrroud,H. (1940)

~

SUdan Iralsoon 1~
Qtly. ~of the Royal Het. Soc.

66,

335-36

This

paper briefly comments on the correlation between surface temperature
pressure using data from five Sudanese staticns for the months of
January and April. The association is a very strong positive relationship
confi.nning that the SUdan nonsoon low develops in res!;X)l1Se to rising
temperatures.
and

72

Up~

air data for statioos maintained by ~ ~teorological Office,
[ ** 1
~Eteorological Office ( 1955)
H.M.S.O., London
Part 4 , Khartoun

Radiosonde observations of tanperature and humidity
measurerrents at standard pressure levels, 1953-55.
73

Electronics arxl neteorology in the SUdan
Nillward1W.D. ( 1957)
Sudan Ehg. Soc. !!h 1956-57,

and

radar

wind

47-50

74

01 the synoptic clirratology of sumer rainfall over central SUdan
Osrran10.El T. (1969) . Unpublished MSc Thesis, University of
Wisconsin, 64pp.

75

01 the synoptic clirratology of sumer rainfall over central SUdan
Archiv fUr Heteorologie,
Osrran,O. El T. and Hastenrath,S.L. (1969)
Geophysik und Bioklimatologie (Series B), 17, 297-324

The development and decay of the summer circulation over the Sudan are
studied on the J::asis of mean nonthl y pressure 1 relative humi.di ty 1 surface
streamline charts, 300rrb contour naps and neridional-vertical crosssections. The Intertropical Front (ITF) is identified as a discontinuity in
the surface moisture and wind field. Synoptic case studies for selected
periods (e.g. a ~t July 1958 and a dry July 1966) hint at the role of the
upper-tropospheric circulation in hampering the rainfall activity, but
hypotheses await testing on the J::asis of ampler observational data.
76

Thunderstonns over SUdan [ ** 1
Rath 1U.C.W. ( 1955)
Technical Note No.2 (Old series),
~eteorological Service,
Khartoum

14

Sudan

77

Sferics in the SUdan
Rogers,P. (1956)
~0 Bulle tin

5,

159-60

A report on the establishrrent of a sferics system to locate thunde rstorm
activity in Sudan. Three sets \\ere in ot:.eration in June 1956, at Khartoum,
El Obeid arrl Port Sudan, with the latte r to be moved to Er Roseire s. A
fourth is recararended to obtain more accurate f i.xes. Radio transmission of
information is used, with hourly observations during daylight.
78

Sumrer weather of the Sudan
Solinan,H.K. ( 1950)
Qtly. Jl. _9!_ the Royal Met. Soc.

76,

487-89

This consists of correspondence with El Fandy folla.ving his 1949 pat:.er (see
56). It raises a dispute concerned with the location and terminology of the
Inter-tropical Convergence Zore ( ICZ) .
79

'!he neteorology of central Africa
Solot,S.B. (1943)
U.S. Air Weather Service, Research Report 105-50,
59pp. Accra, West Africa

A canprehensive and detailed survey made principally of the weather of the
Anglo-Egyptian SUdan. The chapters consider the general circulation in the
lCMer circulation, air mass prot:.erties, the intertropical front, haze, dust
and sandstonns, harmattan haze, rainfall in the SUdan and lastly dynamic
clinatology and classification. A nurnl:er of synoptic arrl adiabatic charts
and diagrams are ap~ded.
80

General circulation over the Anglo-BJyptian SUdan arrl adjacent regioos
Solot,S.B. (1950)
Bulletin of the American Met. Soc. 31, 85-94

A study is made of air fla.v patterns over northeast Africa during four
seasons: the dry season, the season of approaching rains, the rainy season
and the season of retreating rains.
Detailed one-day and five-day
trajectories of the air fla.v in the layer fran the surface to 10,000 feet,
typical synoptic charts for the various seasons, seasonal upr:;er air
temperatures, air rnass pror:;erties and location of upr:;er air observation
stations are presented in graphs, darts and tables. The I'IC (Intertropical
Convergence Zone) is sha.vn to be the rna.jor cli.natic control [see 84 for
caments].
81

'!he u~ currents of the atm::>sphere in Egypt arrl the SUdan
Sutton,L.J. ( 1925)
Ministry of Public Works, Physical Department,
Par:;er tb.l7, l36pp.
Cairo

Detailed and extensive work presents a slliTffi3.ry of roost
available
oreervatirns of rootion in the upr:;er strata of the atrrosphere over Egypt and
Sudan. For Egypt the objective is to find mean values of the wind velocity
and direction at various heights and to associate these values, where
possible, with recognised types of pressure distribution at the surface.
This nethod is considered inapplicable to the Sudan due to paucity of
ob5ervations at that time. Charts illustrate velocities, directions and
frequencies of upr::er air winds. Sane rainfall maps are included.
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82

The UH?& winds at cairo am Khartoun
Sutton,L.J. (1930)
~tinistry of Public Works,
Paper No.27, 52pp.
Cairo

Physical Department,

The r esults of 2600 pilot balloon observations between 1920-28 at Cairo and
Khartoum are presented as rronthly frequency tables of direction and speed,
for altitude intervals of 500 meters; observations are included for 5,000
and 10,000 meters. Direction of resultant wind at each altitude is
tabulated.
83 Synoptic disturbances over the Nile valley north of the intertropical
cx:nvergence zooe
Tucker,M.R. and Pedgley,D.E. (1977)
Te11us 29, 17-24
The synoptic climatology of disturbances crossing the Nile Valley of Egypt
and Sudan during 1967 was studied using 1200 GMT horizontal time sections
at the surface and upper levels for 13 stations roughly along a north-south
line frcrn Nicosia (35°N) to Juba (5°N) : Disturbances were defined as
pr e scribed depressions from dominant surface wind direction or speed at two
or oor e stations. During the year 43 disturbances were identified, oost
frequently in winter and spring. Almost a11 were windshift lines associated
either with cyclonic centres over the north of the Hediterranean, or with
decaying depressions. The lines were accanpanied by changes in temperature
tendency and were therefore advective discootinui ties. Because they were
followed by falling temperatures, they were also cold fronts. In winter,
cool air at the rear of disturbances penetrated deep into Sudan, while in
late spring,
khamsin weather with southerly winds and interdiurnal
temperature increases of up to l3°C preceded fronts over north Egypt. Most
disturbances were associated with troughs in the up~r tropospheric
westerlies.
84

General circulation in the Anglo-Egypt.i.an SUdan
Van Burkalow,A. (1951)
~Rev.
41, 503

This note is a cc:mrent on the content of the pa~r by Solot (see 80).
The
role of intertropical convergence in the regional circulation is discussed,
utilising radiosonde data collected during the war years.
85

An examination into the air currents during the rainy season in the
fl]yptian SUdan (in Gennan)
Wagner ,A. ( 1910)
Heteorol~che Zeitschrift
(Berlin), 27, 227-28

Similar experirrents to those listed by Hann (see 65) were carried out at Er
Roseir es in t-lay-July of 1909. A total of 79 balloon ascents were monitored
by t.heOOolite and wind velocity and direction neasurements obtained. A
detailed table of results in presented which indicates a switch in the
resultant air flow from westerly to easterly at between 2 and 2.Skm.
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SUdan rainfall variability and tro{X)Spheric circulation
Zahran,A.M.B. ( 1979)
Unpublished HA Thesis, University of Khartm.un,
343pp.

The thesis is coocerned with the relationship between rainfall variability,
including drought years, and the behaviour of the la..er tropospheric
circulation. !aver tropospheric wind data is available for 20 stations in
Sudan fran balloon ascents to about 61<m.
Rainfall variability
is
investigated through the use of deciles to define extreme rainfall
anaralies. Data are for selected years in the 1960s and 1970s. The thesis
only marginally touches on upper tropospheric circulation, using radiosonde
ascents up to 12km for Khartoum for 1959-61.
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87

Rainfall distrib.ttion: a si.Irple assessment as seen for El Geneina area
Abdalla,H.A.B. (1982)
Unpublished report, Sudan MeteorolCXJical
Service, Khartot.nn

88

Spatial variability of rainfall in Jebel Marra Region of Sudan, 1950
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1960)
Scientific Note No.l, Sudan Meteorological
Service, Khartot.nn

89

Rain at Port Sudan [ **]
Delsi,M. (1967)
Unpublished report,
Khartot.nn

90

Sudan f.leteorological Service,

'!he distribution of catchrrent coverage by staticnary rainstonns
Eagleson,P.S. (1984)
Wate.E Resource.§_ Research 20, 581-90

The occurrence of wetted rainstorm area within a catchnent is mcrleled as a
Poisson arrival process in which each storm is oomposed of stationary, nonoverlapping, independent randan cell clusters wrose centres are Poissondistributed in space and whooe areas are fractals. The two Poisson
parameters and hence the first two manents of the wetted fraction are
derived in tenns of catchrrent average characteristics of the (observable)
station precipitation. The model is used to estimate SJ;E.tial properties of
tropical air nass thunderstorms on six tropical catchrrents in the Sudan.
91

A regional study of seasonal rainfall cood.iticns in the SUdan
El Seed,A.M.G. (1983)
Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of
Sheffield

92

Sore aspects of the annual and 100nthly rainfall over the Sudan
El Tan,M.A. ( 1966)
Unpublished HA Thesis, University of Durham

Special attention is given to the variability of both the annual and
100nthly rainfall over Sudan. The percentage probability of receiving bel<JN
or above certain arrounts of rainfall is of great significance to the fanrer
and is hence determined here. The study is cmcluded by a statistical
analysis (multiple regression) of the relationships l::etween the rrean
rainfall
and four climatic factors which appear to be
important
contributors to rainfall over Sudan. Sixty-six statims are used in the
study, mean values being trose for the 1931-60 reference period.
9 3 Statistical analysis of rainfall over the Sudan
El Tan,M.A. (1969)
Gecqraphical Journal 135, 378-87
The paper analyses statistically the relationships l::etween annual and
rronthly rainfall and four likely determining factors: the location of the
ITCZ, relief, rronsoonal daninance and line-squalls. These are selected
because it is believed that the rainfall over Sudan is associated with the
rroverrents of the ITCZ and the rronsoonal winds, the effects of which are
influenced by relief. Line-squalls also seem to play an irrrortant part in
18

the distribution of rainfall especia lly in t he central parts of the
country. r-ultiple regression is applied to da ta fran 15 r epres entative
stations to establish the degree of i.rrq;:ortance of these four factors.
latitude (i.e. ITCZ) is found to be the most i..rrq;x)rtant singl e f actor, with
the August regression rroiel presenting the higrest degree of explanation.
An additional factor of possible irn!;X)rtance oot investigated is surface
temperature, especially where cawectional rainfall predan.inates.
94

A cx:ntri.bution to the precipitation cli.natology of the SUdan
El Tan,r.t.A. (1971)
Unp..tblished PhD Thesis, University of Shef field,
335pp.

monthly and pentadly
rainfall
The thesis investigates the annual,
distribution over Sudan, using 65 stations and statistics fran the period
1931-60. The resulting distributions are described and anomalies, such as
the apparent dryness of the Sudd, explained. There is sare extensive
discussion on measures of rainfall variability IT03t appropriate for such a
cli.natic regirre. The thesis forms the basis of the author's late r book [see
101].
95

The reliability of rainfall over the SUdan
El Tan,M.A. (1972)
~ Annal er JAL 54,

28- 31

The paper attempts to throw some light on the variability and
r e liability
of rainfall over the Sudan. ~nty stations are used to calculate the
standard deviations and the coefficients of variation. The latter index
gives a rrore realistic impression of the rainfall variability. Also, an
attenpt is nade to measure the reliability of rainfall as a means for
determining the extent and reliability of rain-cultivation in the oountry.
The nagnitude of the risk involved in the transitional areas is indicated
by the percentage probability of receiving critical rainfall values.
96

'l'cMcrrds a rational estination of the average rainfall in the Sudan
El Tan,M.A. ( 1972)
Sudan Notes and Records 53, 125-53

Regression analysis is employed to define a model determining mean pentad
rainfall over Sudan. The model is constructed using 1931-60 pentad rreans
for 19 stations throughout Sudan.
Three explanatory variables
are
incorporated (latitude, distance fran the southwest border and distance
from the eastern border) with a fourth later being added (rrean daily
naxinum t~rature) to represent convective processes. Residuals are
improved by sub-dividing the country into three zcnes ( 8. 5 and 17 dSJrees N
being the boundaries) and constructing three separate regression models.
The results of trese mcdels are presented in tre paper through the 16 maps
which accanpany it. ~an pentad rainfall can be estinated for any location
in Sudan within sma 11, known error margins.
97

A hanronic analysis of the rainfall over the SUdan
El Tan,M.A. (1973)
~of ~ Gec:qraphy 37,
9-15

Harmonic analysis is employed to investigate the temporal pattern of
precipitation over the Sudan. Analysis uses 19 stations fran throughout
Sudan based on rrean pentad rainfalls for the period 1931-60. The analysis
was carried to the 6th harrronic, With the first three accounting for
between 75% and 98% of the variation in precipitation over Sudan. The
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predcminance of tre 1st harrronic (80% over southe astern Sudan) reflects the
!T'c3.rked bi-seasonal nature of Sudan rainfall. The results of the harrronic
anal ysis may be used to assist in the regionalisation of precipitation
r egines over Sudan.
98

'!he variability of the pentad rainfall over the SUdan
El Tan,M.A. ( 1973)
The East African~ Review 2

99

Sane ranarks on the seasonality of rainfall over the Sudan [ **]
El Tan,M.A. (1974)
Bulletin de la Societe de GeCX}raphie D'Eqypte
43/44

lOO

The relative dryness of the White Nile
El Tan,N.A. (1974)
Sudan Notes and Records

101

55,

[ * *]

161-66

'!he rains of the Sudan: mechanism and distribution
El Tan,M.A. (1975)
University of Khartoum Press, Khartoum, 89pp.

The book is organised in three Il\3.in sections;
i) the process of
precipitation which is general in nature and not related directly to
Sudan; ii) the rrechanisms of precipitation in Sudan; iii) the distribution
of precipitation in Sudan. This latter section looks at annual, monthly and
seasonal distributions with the aid of 40 pages of rainfall distribution
maps. I t it asst.UTed tre data are from 1921-50, altlnugh this is ncMhere
SIJeGified. No indication either is given of the station density used to
construct the diagrams.
102

Tines of daily rainfall occurrence in the Sudan and their hydrological
significance [ **]
El Tan,M.A. (1977)
Bulletin of Arab Research am Studies 8

103

Rain fra:n altocunulus clouds, central Sudan
Flcwer,W.D. (1937)
~teorological Magazine
72,

163-64

Light shor.-.>ers around Khartoum and elsewhere in central Sudan ~re recorded
between February 18th a.rrl 20th, 1937. These were associated with the
p3ssing of a cold front oriented NNE and SSW with a cloud base of 12,000
feet. Unusually, rain was falling from alto-cumulus cloud.
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Rainfall variability in the Sudan
Hamrer ,R.M. ( 1967)
Sudan Notes and Records

48,

167-70

The author uses an index of variability (standard deviation divided by
rrean) to study annual rainfall variability over Sudan. This observed
distribution
of
the parameter is then canpared with an
expected
distribution based on a standard exponential equation relating annual
rainfall rrean to the variability index. A nap of the difference bet\o.een
observed a.rrl expected is presented and the outstanding ailCl'Mlies discussed.
The roost noticeable of these is the trnexpectedly high variability of the
Sudd. 'I'he variability here, in a regirre of 800-lOOOrnn per year, is roore
akin with that expected under a regime of 400-SOOrnn. No reason is put
forward, but the issue highlighted for further investigation.
20
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A note on rainfall in the Sudan
Hammer,R.M. (1968)
Weather 23,

211

To study tre cootribution of various daily rainfall arrounts to the total
annual rainfall in Sudan, 24 statioos v.ere randanly selected fran those
available in 1961. The results produce a negative exponential curve of
cumulative % of raindays against cumulative contribution to annual rainfall
total. 15% of raindays produced 46% of total rainfall and 32% of days
produced 72% of total rain. These results accord well with those fran other
tropical regions. A slight regional difference w:ts detected indicating that
a srraller number of dynamically induced rainfalls and a greater mnnber of
orographically-developed
randan convectional rainfalls rray occur
in
southern Sudan.
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Satellite evaluation of rainfall patterns and arrounts in the Sudan
Ham:rer,R.H. (1970)
Proceedings of~ WwlO-AMS symp?sium on tropical
rreteorology, Haw:tii (Jtme), 4A, 1-4

Daily precipitation maps were prepared for central Sudan for tre year 1968
from ground data from 182 stations for the rronths June to September. E'SSA 3
and 5 irragery was overlayed for two sample fortnightly periods to canpare
cloud interpretation with ground-based rainfall rreasurement. In situ stoi1ll
developrent w:ts investigated and was favoured as a general pattern of
rainfall behaviour over the westward propagation of specific sto!1l\S over
successive days. Previous storm cloud debris did not appear to provide a
likely source for storm growth on tre following day, which was as likely to
occur in cloud-free regions.
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Rainfall patterns in the Sudan
Ham:rer,R.M. (1972)
.!Ih of Trop. Gecgraphy

34,

40-50

This paper presents a kinematic study of the spatial and temporal
characteristics of daily rainfall in the Sudan. From trese characteristics
a pattern of surface arrl cloud features is developed which can be used as a
base for evaluating atmospheric dynamics in the SUdan. Four years are
coosen, 1953, 1961, 1968 and 1969. The spatial evidence fran the wet season
of these years indicates the restricted effect of randan stonn rainfall.
Extensive ard. heavy rainfall with limited interdaily rrovement is associated
with quasi-periodic in situ developnent in the sarre general gecgraphic
locations. These rainfall characteristics appear to indicate the functions
of surface features and low, middle and upper level air flow in stonn
developnent.
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Spectral signatures of rainfall in the SUdan
Tra~ Am. Geq:>hys. Un.
53,
Hammer,R.M. (1972)

388

This is an al::stract of a paper presented at tre annual conference of the
Arrerican Geophysical Union. In recent years the presence of a 4-5 day cycle
in tropical atrrospheric ccnditions has been ird.icated by power spectnun
analysis
of wind and cloud data.
The paper shows
the
spectral
characteristics of ra~fall ~n the Sudan during tre 90-day period June lOth
to Septenber 7th. Da.tly ra.tnfall totals for approximately 200 stations in
the Sudan, fran 4-17°N were analys~ for this period during tre years 1953,
61, 68, 69, 70. Th~ spectra~ analys.ts irrlicates najor pa.Yer is contained in
the 3 to 6 day per.tod~ Dur.t~g the average to above average rainfall years,
1953, 61 and 69, rra]or deV.lance w:ts centred at 4. 3 days. In contrast, the
21

bel c:1W average rainfall years, 1968 and 70, displayed pronounced bim::dal
characteristics which peaked at about 3 and 6 days, with the drier year,
1970, closer to the extremes. The sr:ectral signatures canbined with
r ecorded rainfall data v.ould seem to indicate significant changes occur in
the frequency and intensity of the precipitation mechanism or a possible
change of mechanism.
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Rainfall characteristics in eastern Sahel
Hamrer,R.N. (1976)
Nature 263, 48-50

The recent drought conditions in the Sahel regicn of Africa have generated
studies of lcng term trerrls in rainfall and monthly or seasonal atmospheric
conditions related to the area. The results of these studies, in general,
indicate no sr:ecific trerrls in precpitation and sane evidence of direct
and/ or long distance relationships between monthly or seasonal atmcspheric
state and Sa.helian rainfall. Presented here are the results of a study
which suggest the najor factor affecting rainfall during the drought was a
change in easterly wave activity over northern tropical Africa. Daily
rainfall from over 200 Sudanese staticns for 6 years were analysed using
p::YNer spectrum techniques. The three dry years (196 9, 19 70 and 1971 )
experienced a breakdown in the regular pulse of easterly wave activity.
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Rainfall at Khart.oun (in Gennan)
Hann,J. (1909)
Meteorologische Zeitschrift

(Berlin),

26,

569-70

The author ccrments on the paper by Turstig in the cairo Scientific Journal
(see 130) arrllist the 1900-07 rainfalls at Khartoum. Work by J.I.Craig is
also rrentioned (see 116) •
lll

Unusual rains in the 1982-83 'dry' season at Khartoun
Hulrre,M. (1983)
Weather 38, 275-76

An unprecedented January rainfall of lnrn was recorded at Khartoun in 1983.
This was associated with an incursion of cold air in a decaying low
pressure system fran the North African coast.
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The Nile Basin: Volurre 6 'J.bnthly and annual rainfall totals am
number of rainy days at statioos in and near the Nile Basin for the
period errling 1937,
Hurst,H.E. and Black,R.P. (1938)
Ministry of Public Works, Physical
Departrrent, 613pp. cairo

Isohyetal naps of annual rainfall in the Nile Basin at lOOnrn intervals and
tabulated rainfall data are included. Northeast Africa and east central
Africa is covered. [Supplerrents 1 and 2 provide ad:litional data for up to
1943 and 1950 resp:!Ctively; Papers Nos. 43 and 49]
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The Nile Basin
Ministry of Public Works,
Hurst,H.E. and Phillips,P. (1931)
Physical Department, Pa[:ers No. 26, 114pp., Cairo

This paper is one of a series published by tre same authors (Nos. . 28-38,
1931-1943) which deal with the physiology of the Nile Basin. In addition to
rainfall data from stations within the Nile Basin and discussion of a range
of climatic parameters, Pa[:er No.26 has an extensive bibliography on
rreteorological and clinatological subjects in tre Nile Basin.
114 Spatial variability of convective rainfall: a tripartite analysis fran
Africa
Lightwood,D.S. (1987)
Unpublished BSc Dissertation, Department of
Geography, University of Salford, l03pp.
The issue of spatial patterning of sEmi -arid convective rainfall is
addressed, using data from Sudan, Kenya and Zirnba1:1.Ye, although the major
emphasis is on Sudan. The daily rainfalls of between 34 and 45 stations in
central Sudan are analysed for 8 years l::etween 1948 and 1979. Distinct
spacing of storms is identified at between 35-50km, although this pattern
varies l::etween months and years. It is strongest in the 4 years l::efare the
recent drought and weakest in the 4 years during the post-l960s drought.
115 '!he physiogra[.hy of the River Nile arrl its basin
Lyons,H.G. (1906)
Cairo, 4llpp.
This volurre is concerned pri.rrarily with tre hidrolcgy of the Nile basin,
but various monthly rainfall data from Sudan are included from 1899 to
1904. El Obeid, Ed Dueim and Khartoum are the main stations discussed [see
pp. 161-79 especially].
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The rains of the Nile Basin and the Nile flood
Lyons,H.G. and Craig,J.I.C. (1905-1913)
Egyptian Survey Department,
Paper Nos. 2, 9, 14, 17, 26, 27 and 32, Cairo

In the context of rainfall input to the hydrology of the Nile, this series
of rep:>rts includes substantial carrnent on the rreteorology of the central
Nile basin in Sudan. Monthly rainfall data for the preceding year far up to
20 staticns are tabulated and monthly isohyet maps coostructed for central
Sudan (these are based on only a handful of years, ho~ver, and require
extensive extrapolation. The relationship l::etween the level of the Nile
floods, rainfall and atmospheric pressure is investigated.
117 The frequency of daily rainfalls of specified arrounts in the Sudan
M3.tthews,L.S. (1969)
Pamphlet No.6, Sudan t-~teorological Service,
Khartoum
This is an ur:dated version of the pamphlet first published in 1955 by
Sudan Mateorological Service (see 123) .
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Estimating daily rainfall fran satellite data in central Sudan
Hustafa,E.M. ( 1975)
Unp.lblished MSc Thesis (No.40), University of
Birmingham, 49pp.

This thesis uses ESSA-5 infrared irre.gery fran the 1967 wet season to
investiga te the possibilities of estirre.ting rainfall in central Sudan · from
satellite data. The area studied in detail was to the east of Khartoum, 14
to l6°N and 32 to 37°E. The rrethodoloqy adopted for estlimtion follo~d the
Barrett/Bristol rrethod quite closely. Hcxlerate success with an estimation
index is achieved, with a low skill score of 0.13, but better th:tn chance.
Improverrents, such as incorporating a 'merrory' factor in the index, are
suggested. The study is prefaced with a fairly thorough synoptic analysis
of precipitation in semi-arid Sudan including the easterly waves and
diurnal rattems of rainfall.
ll 9 Diurnal variaticns in the incidence of IOCI'lsoon rainfall over the Sudan
Pedg ley,D.E. (1969)
t<Eteorological t-lagazine 98, 97-107 (Part I) and
129-34 (Part II)
Using 15 years of data fran 17 autographic raingauges in Sudan, the diurnal
incidence
of rronsoon rainfall has been tabulated by
months.
The
considerable differences in space and time are systematic and reveal
clearly defined patterns. These p3.terns are discussed in tenns of the
likely rrechanisms for rainfall growth arrl suppressicn. Daytime convection,
l eading to a rraxinum incidence during the afternoon and early evening, is
daninant only in places distant from the Ethiopian Highlands. Elsewhere,
rainfalls are rrore evenly distributed throughout the day, with weak rraxima
possible at any tirre depending on location and month. Ha.vever, an early
rrorning rraxima occurs widely. The Ethiopian Highlands appear to influence
the diurnal pattern in several ways and over distances of lOOkms.
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Precipitation and clirratic change in central Sudan
Perry,A.H. ( 1986)
pp.33-42 in, Rural develg::rnent in White Nile
province, Sudan (ed.) Davies,H.R.J., United Nations University,

Tokyo

A brief examination of the precipitation record of three stations along the
northern White Nile is rrade in the context of a gecgraphical research
prograrme into land degradation. The paper is largely a review of · other
recent clirratic \\Drk, although sane detailed rainfall data is provided for
Khartoum, Fd Dueim and El Geteina.
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Rainfall averages, 1921-50
SUdan t<Eteorological Service (1954)

Pamphlet No.l,

Khartoum

Tables· of rronthly and annual rainfall averages to the nearest nun for the
period 1921-50 for just over 200 stations are included. Not all stations
are based on the full 30-year records.
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Annual rainfall pararreters, 1921-50
Pamphlet No.2,
Sudan Meteorological Service (1954)

Khartoum

'llle fra:;~Uency of daily rainfalls of specified arrounts in the SUdan
Sudan Meteorological Service (1955)
Panphlet No.6,
Khartown
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124 Rain-day averages, 1921-50
Sudan Meteorological Service ( 1955)

Parrphlet No. 4,

Khartoum

125 Rain-day averages, 1931-60
SUdan Meteorological Service (1963)

P~let

Khartoun

This is an up:late of the . l955 parrphlet tb.4
'nornal' period rather than 1921-50.
126 Average pentad rainfall
Sudan Meteorological Service ( 1963)
127

Rainfall averages, 1941-70
SUdan Meteorological Service (1973)
Khartoum

No.4,

(see

125),

Parrphlet No. 7,

Pamphlet No.l

using

1931-60

Khartoun

(New

series),

t-bnthly and annual rainfall averages for the standard 30-year period 194170 are included. The number of stations is not krx:>wn. This up:lates the
1921-50 parrphlet (see 122).
128 Annual Rainfall Report
SUdan Meteorological Service (1980-86)

Vols. 1-7,

Khartoum

on-going annual publication which lists annual and monthly
totals, lnm and lOnm rainday frequencies and IPaX.imurn rainfall
month. The number of statims inlcuded varies retween 50 and lOO,
several of these may have no returns incorporated. Data soould
carefully checked for errors and omissions.

An

rainfall
in each
although
be very

129 Diurnal frequency and direction of awroach of rainstonns in Sudan
'1\lrstig,R. ( 1908)
Cairo Scientific Journal 2, 358-63
'Ihis study, primarily of rainfall data fran Qrdurnan between 1900-05,
investigated the diurnal pattern of rainfall and the direction fran which
storm events approached Khartoum. A clear nocturnal rainfall regirre was
identified and the majority of storms approached from the southeast.
Altrough based on a sample of only 6 years, sane differences between wet
and dry years in both paraneters 'M9re identified.
130 Rainfall in SUdan
'1\lrstig,R. ( 1908)
Cairo Scientific Journal

2,

391-98

An analysis of the short record of rainfall data available from Sudan up to

1907. The author suggests that it is not the heaviest falls that determine
the magnitude of the annual total, but the frequency of falls between 20
and 40rnn [see 110].
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Recent approaches to rainfall analysis an:l its relation to agriculture
Abdalla,H.A.B. (1980)
Unpublished MSc Thesis, University of Reading,
103pp.

This study deals with the problems of rainfall analysis in relation to
agriculture in arid and semi -arid regioos of the tropics. Work has been
concentra ted on advanced rrethods of rainfall analysis. A brief description
of the statistical theory is first given, follov.ed by a detailed study of
Francistown in Botswana. The statistical methods are then used for a
ccrnparative study l:etween rainfall series in Sudan and Botswana. Particular
emphasis is given to the distribution of dry spells within the rainy season
and the distribution of rain sr;::ells in relation to the water requirerrents
of major crops.
132 An agrareteorological stmy of the agricultural prospects at El Fasher
Abdalla,H.A.B. (1981)
Sudan ~teorological Service, Khartoum
133 Dunes and their envirorvnent in northern SUdan
Abdu,A.S.El D. (1975)
Agricultural Research Council,
Bulletin No. 2, Khartoum, 68pp.

Technical

This
bulletin investigates the characteristics of dunes and
their
relationship with wind fields in northern SUdan. A brief analysis of the
wind field is provided with wind roses and wind resultants over the
northern part of the country [see pp.45-53 especially].
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MJnitoring the irrpact of climate arx:1 rran on land transfonnation: a
study in an arid and semi-arid envirc:rarent in central SUdan
Ahlcrona,E. (1986)
Lund Publications No.66, Sweden, 88pp.

This study analyses the impact of climate variation and human influence on
land transforrra.tion. Changes in rainfall pararreters, i.e. the arrount of
r a infall and the number of days with a certain arrount of rainfall, during
1950-84, and the relationship with crop yield (1961-83) have been analysed.
Land transformation studies based on air photos (1961) and satellite
imagery (1972, 1975, 1978 and 1983) have been performed to detect changes
in major land cover borders, cultivation p:ttterns and intensity, sand dunes
and desertified village perimeters. The most camon vegetation species and
changes in the vegetation ccrn{;X)sition obtained through interviews in 57
villages have been analysed.
135 A study of the climate of the SUdan with special reference to
agriculture
Ahmed,B.Y.M. (1982)
Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Durham,
487pp.
This study gives special consideration to the relationships between climate
and agriculture. The importance of agriculture to the econc:my of SUdan and
the key role played by climate, necessitates the investigation of such
r e lationships. The first part of the thesis provides a general survey of
the climate of Sudan, including a climatic classification and potential
26

estimation of rainfall from satellite imagery. The second half e xplor es t he
climate-agriculture relationship in the Sudan and presents a de tailed study
of the relationships between climatic variables and cotton, sorghum, s es ame
and groundnut yields as examined using a variety of statistical rrethods.
136

.Adverse weather conditioos at I<hartoun, El Obeid ani wadi Halfa, 1959
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1959)
t-eroir No.2, Sudan Heteorological Service,
Khartoum

137

Aviation hazards at Malakal and Juba
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1962)
r-eooir No.4, Sudan Meteorological Service,
Khartoum

A statistical analysis has been made in this manoir of the frequency,
diurnal variation and duration of rreteorological conditions adverse to
aviation, which occur at tre Malakal and Juba airfields. The analysis is
based on the study of available rreteorological data for the years 1955-57,
except for data on squalls. Climatological reference period values are
provided on pararreters such as thunderstonn frequency, squall duration and
intensity, cloud cover, visibility and wind velocities.

138 .Adverse weather conditioos at Khartoun, El Obeid ani wadi Halfa [ **]
Bhalotra,Y .P.R. ( 1963)
Meiroir No. 7, Sudan Meteorological Service,
Khartoum
139

Wi.OO erergy for windmills in SUdan [**]
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1964)
Memoir No.8, Sudan Meteorological Service,
Khartoum

140

Sinultaneity of adverse conditions at Khart:cun ani Port SUdan [**]
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. ( 1966)
Technical Note No.2 (New Series), Sudan
l-Eteorological Service, Khartoum

141 Bioclinatic observatioos in the Red Sea Hills and coastal plain, a
major habitat of the desert locust
Cloudsley-Thanpson,J .L. ( 1962)
Proc. Royal Ent. Soc. London (A), 37,
--- -- --- -27-34
Sand surface temperatures depend uf.On insolation, wind-speed and the
consistency of sand itself. The highest te:np:!ratures recorded in the Red
Sea Hills during the fieldwork perforrred in Septerrber am December 1960
(83.5 ° C) \\ere at 13.00 hours on fine, wirrl-blo,.m sand, which has high
insulating qualities. The colour of sand or rock is of less i.n'pJrtance in
affecting its te:np:!rature. liJw humidities \\ere recorded, even arrong grass
roots and it is concluded that the primary biological advantage of
vegetation lies in the reduction in tenperature afforded. In general,
higher humidities and lONer tanperatures were recorded near the sea, but
the salt-encrusted soil in many places was practically sterile. The
distribution of terrestrial anthrof.Ods on the ErkONit plateau near Sinkat
is outlined and an explanation of it is given in terms of rainfall and
vegetation. Finally, the effects of extreme climatic conditions on the
canposi tion of the fauna are discussed and ccmrents nade on its sparseness.
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14 2 Climate and fauna in the central and soothern SUdan
Clouds ley-Thanpson,J.L. ( 1966)
Sudan~ and Records

67,

127-36

A very descriptive study of an expedition up the White Nile into southern
Sudan in December 1961 to collect a variety of sr:ecies, rrostly insects. A
series of bioclirratic readings were taken, IT\3.inly relative humidity and air
and ground tenperature over the one Jronth period. Sorre attempt is made to
relate insect prevalence to these readings. A list of species collected is
appended.
143 Rainfall and cotton yields in the SUdan Gezira
Crowther, E. M. and CrCMther, F. ( 193 5)
Proceedings of the Royal Soc. (B)
118, 343-70
The r e lationship between seasonal yield and weather fluctuations for cotton
gro,..m under irrigation in the Sudan Gezira were analysed for pericx:1s up to
28 years. Nine rainfall stations in the Gezira for the period 1906-33 were
analysed. The analysis confirmed the generally recognised bad effects of
high rainfall a}::x)ut the pericx:1 of so.ving cotton, but shCMed that this
effect was not universal. An unsuspected but apparently general effect was
discovered. Cotton yields were negatively correlated with the arrount of
early - May and June - rainfall. In sane areas yields were negatively
correlated with late rinafll arrl with the total rainfall in tre preceding
year. The differenCEs between areas in their responses to weather could be
partially interpreted in terms of their situations and agricultural
histories . The total annual rainfall in the Sudan Gezira exhibited a
Significant SeVen-year peri00ici ty 1 WhiCh WaS reflected in CottOn yieldS 1
dura exports and recorded famines. It happened that the first trial of
irrigated cotton and the first use of the Sennar Dam coincided with minimal
rainfalls on this periodicity. '!he early pranise and rapidly increasing
difficulties may well have been due in part to the recurrence of
unfavourable weather conditions and not necessarily to soil deterioration
and pests.
144

The rains that lead to the Nile floods [**]
El Fandy,M.G. (1953)
Bulletine de la Society de Gecgraphie d'Eqypte
25, 93-102

145 Scire remarks on the climate of the area affected by desertification in
western SUdan
El Tan,M.A. (1983)
Sudan Envirol'liTEnt 3, 3-7
A very brief carrrent on sane of the key rainfall characteristics of North
Darfur and f'.brth Kordofan Provinces. This is drawn exclusively fran the
author's previous work, although it is not clear to which pericx:1 the data
refer.
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146

Climate, environnent a.rrl develcprent in the Sudan
El Tan,M.A. (1986 J Geo Journal 12 ( 4 J, 399-402

A general discussion on the impact of human activities on climate ,
indicators of climatic change in Sudan (e.g. dust stonn frequencies, line
squall intensities and I'ICZ behaviour) and the response of a changing
environnent. Developrent cannot be extended or planned witrout proper
consideration of the changing nature of the physical environment in general
and the nature of climate in particular.
147

Toward a drought-oriented climatic prediction system in western Sudan
El Tan,M.A. (1986)
Proceedings of ISLSCP Ccnference, 1985
ESA
Publication No.SP248, pp.439-42

The large-scale suffering which resulted from drought in western Sudan
calls for a better understanding of the climatic controls in the area. It
also calls for the establishment of a drought-oriented climatic prediction
system which is likely to give an early warning of the PJSsible occurrence
of a below-normal rainy seasn. For this system to succeed there is a need
to identify the climatic indicators of drought and to establish a network
for observing and monitoring these indicators.
148

Sate factors in t.hernal sanitation in the tropics
Grabham,G.W. ( 1921)
!!!..:_of Hygiene 19, 245-76

Measured temperatures of different coloured objects exPJsed to the sun in
Sudan are presented. Measuranents are conducted l.ll'rler one thickness of thin
cloth arrl by therm:;m:ters inserted in srrall cylindrical tin flasks.
149 '!he relationship of rainfall to cotton yields in the Sudan Gezira: a
review
Hamid,O.B. (1965)
Sudan Agricultural Journal 1(2), 62-70
150 Application and consequences of precipitation observaticns in the
Rep.lblic of SUdan in view of the nanadic life and ecx:xony
Hammer,R.M. (1973)
Geoforum 14, 11-18
Within the Sudan the rain season is controlled by the annual ooverrent of
the Intertropical Convergence. Studies of daily rainfall conditicns show
that most rainfall develops in situ, reoccurs in the sane geographic areas,
has little inter-daily continuity and occurs with an approximate 4-5 day
cycle. Using satellite visible and infrared imagery the above conditions
were confinned. In addition, using cloud shape, organisaticn, spacing and
occurrence of wave forms, the aiTOunts arrl spatial coverage of daily
rainfall \<aS predicted from satellite inagery with 60% success. Nanadism is
an i.rrportant factor in the life of the Sudan and because of the high degree
of dependence on rainfall, methods are discussed by which satellite
technology can aid in the decisions made concerning srort and loog-term
nomadic activity.
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Desertification in the SUdan: satellite data for landscape
productivity monitoring (in Swedish)
Hellden,U. (1985)
Svensk GecxJrafisk Arsbok (Lund Univ.) 61,

166-79

A study of the relationship between a vegetaion index based on NOAA AVHRR
GAC data and precipitation data in the SUdan \WlS carried out. A very strong
relationship was found between the index and precipitation characteristics
at the end of the rainy season. It \WlS concluded that the satellite-based
index probably indicates the distribution of green biorra.ss at the end of
the rainy season.
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Rainfall and cotton yields in the SUdan [ **]
Hewison,R. ( 1931)
~ Cotton Gra.ving Revit-H

8,

290a-n

Rainfall and vegetation rronitoring in the savanna zcne of the
Derrocratic Rep..tblic of SUdan using the ~.Advanced Very High
Resolution Radiareter
Hielkema,J.U., Prince,S.D. and Astle,W.L. ( 1986)
Int. ~of Rarote
Sensing 7, 1499-1513

Daily rainfall data for 12 meteorological stations spanning the Savanna
Zone in Sudan ....ere analysed. Rainfall in Sudan during 1980 was below
normal, but in 1983 arrl 1984 there were nroerate arrl severe droughts. The
satellite data for these three years were used to calculate normalised
difference vegetation index (NDVI) values which were processed into 10-day
composite sets. For each of the three gra.ving seasons, these canposites
were found to be closely correlated with rainfall. It is suggested that
NQl\A NDVI values can be used to rronitor effective rainfall in central
Sudan.
154

Climatic change and eoonanic develcprent
Hildore,J.J. and El Tam,M.A. (1975)
pp.25-30 of African environment,
problems aOO. perspectives African Enviroorrent S{:ecial Report,
International African Institute, London No.l (ed. Richards,P.)

Population pressure on the environment is often relieved by out-migration
or by artificially increasing the carrying capacity of the environment. In
many instances, hc1Never, neither of these happen. Population increases at
the expenses of the environment and eventually causes its deterioration.
Clirra.te can complicate this pr~ss, itself casing changes in the carrying
capacity. Pop.tlation tends to increase as favourable climate increases
carrying capacity, but if clirra.tic trends worsen, population pressure on
the environrrent becares too great. Vast arid ard seni-arid areas of Africa
are particularly hard-hit by such changes and the Sahel drought is one
example of this.
155 Four reascns why annual rainfall totals are an inadequate guide to the
envirorurental irrpact of rainfall in sani-arid SUdan
Hulrre,M. ( 1985)
Sudan Environrrent 5, l-5
Rather than analysing annual rainfalls in seni-arid Sudan, four alternative
rainfall pararreters are suggested as being rrore useful in environmental
impact studies: storm intensity, diurnal occurrence, wet season structure,
rainfall localisation.
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156 The adaptability of a rural water supply system to extrare rainfall
ananalies in central Sudan
Hulme,H. (1986)
Applied Geography 6, 89-105
Rural water supply in semi -arid Sudan is closely dependent up:>n annual
rainfall. Yet in discussions on the consequenCEs of rainfall anaralies in
this climatically marginal zone, the impact on rural water availability is
rarely examined in detail. A case study is presented fran the White Nile
Province of the impact of two anaralously wet seasoos on the rural water
system: 1978, the second wettest year this century in north-central Sudan
and 1983, one of the six driest.
157 A IOOnthly rainfall assessment m:xiel for central SUdan
Hulrre,M. (1986)
Discussion paper No.3l, Department of Geography,
University of Salford, 25pp.
This paper presents an o~rational system for the real-time assessment of
rronthly rainfall totals for 12 central Sudanese statioos in relation to
shortfalls in likely subsequent rainfed crop production. This system
enables two levels of warning to be issued at monthly stages during the wet
season: a 'severe' warning or a 'rroderate' warning. Where no warning is
issued, the a.mulative rainfall v.ould not ap~ar to be sufficiently
abnomal to think that serious difficulties with rainfed harvests would
occur for climatic reasons. The critical rainfall thresholds for the 12
stations are listed and this list,
together with rapidly obtained
sucCEssive rronthly totals fran recording stations, is all that is necessary
for the system to be used.
158 Rainfall in central Sudan: an asset or a liability?
Hulrre,M. (1987)
Geoforum
18
Sudan has been at the centre of the debate of drought arrl famine issues
over the last three or four years. M"lile the idea of a simplistic causal
link between these two prenarena has been partially slain, there still
rerra.ins the desire in sane circles to find a scapegoo t for famine. Drought
ranains one of the readiest to hand.
Rather than being seen as a basic
characteristic of the rainfall resource which requires managarent, drought
is seen as such an abnomality that it provides too convenient an excuse
for the failure of agriculture, inadequacy of water supplies, exhaustion of
soils and other environrrental phenarena that have afflicted Sudan within
the last three to four years (and longer) • This pa~r exarnires rainfall in
Sudan as a resource and hence a {X>tential asset. Drought is recognised as
an inherent characteristic of that resource and its management discussed.
Some broad options for future perspectives on the effective management of
rainfall are outlined.
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Rainfall trends and rural changes in Sudan since Ni.Ireiri: sane
thoughts on the relationship between envirCX'lirelltal changes and political
control
Hulrre,M. and Trilsbach,A. (1986)
pp. 3-18 in, Sudan since Nirreiri (ed.
P.Wbodward), SOAS, London

The 17 years since Nirreiri first came to pcwer have seen great changes in
the Sudanese environrrent. A continuing series of dry years in central Sudan
cx::mtenced in the late 1960s, with 1984 experiencing the driest conditions
this century. Attitudes toward the Sudanese environrrent have also changed
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from a predominantly 'develop-rental lt'anagerrent' strategy to a 'crisis
rranagerrent ' a pproach of recent years. This pap::r caments on selected
aspects of the s e two ch:lnge s drawi ng heavi ly up:m examples frc:rn the rural
areas of s emi-arid central Sudan and frc:rn the period of the Nirreiri regirre.
It i s suggested that ch:lnges in rainfall characteristics, although genuine
and s evere , are alone inadequate to acoount for the crisis in environrrental
n'ilnagement. External and inte rnal influences of international, national and
individua l origin are of equal, or ult.i.Irately greater, irrportance ur;.on the
env irorurent.
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Frequency of lcw t~tures in tre SUdan arrl its effect on the
ootton crop
Hurst,H.E. (1913)
Cairo Scientific Journal 7, 265-68

Statistics for 1902-12 and the relations between temperatures and cotton
yields are sought. Risky regions for grONing cotton in SUdan are noted.
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The rains of the Nile Basin and the Nile flood of 1913
Hurst,H.E. (1923)
Ministry of Public Works, Physical Department,
Pap::r No.l2, 98r;p.
Cairo

The contents include chpaters on: the noma! distribution of rainfall and
the rainfall of 1913; the low stage preceding the Nile flood and the flood
of 1913, along with a resume of the 1912 flood and the low stage of 1913;
and finally, tables of rainfall and river gauge readings which canprise
rrost of tre report.
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The problem of desertification in the Re{cl>lic of the SUdan with
special reference to Northern Darfur Province
Ibrahi.m,F.N. (1978)
Science Research Council lvtonograph,
Khartoum university press

An assortment of cli.Irate data pri.Irarily fran western Sudan is presented

in
this rronograph, in particular an analysis of 20th century rainfall
variability at El Fasher and data on the increasing frequency of poor
visibility events due to dust at El Fasher. Drought is viewed as a typical
part of the cliiPatic pattern in this sani-arid region [NB. the visibility
dat a are of dubious accuracy] .
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The cli.Iratic preoonditicns of desertification in Darfur
Ibrahi.m,F.N. (1984)
pp.S0-70 in Ecol<XJical irrbalance in the Rep..lblic
of tte_ Sudan with sp::cial reference to desertification in Darfur
Ibrahim,F. N., Bayre uth Press, 215pp.

The author presents a variety of cli.Iratic data from Nortrern Darfur
addressing the issues of water balance, the distribution of precipitation
within the rainy season and the spatial and temporal variability of
rainfa ll. 'Ihornthwaite's water balance awroach is used to carpile deficit
naps. The within-season distribution of rainfall is discussed in relation
to the indigenous clinatic calendar of western Sudan which divides the wet
season
into 14 thirteen-day periods.
Irrligenous cultivators attach
particular i!tp)rtance to the success or failure of the rains within certain
of thes e periods. l.Dnger-tenn rainfall variability is analysed pri.Irarily
for El Fasher and El Geneina stations which have the longest records in
32

Northern
Darfur.
This
precipitation background
degradation.
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section of the l:xx:>k
for later discussions

provides an
essential
on desertification and

Climate and building design in the Northern SUdan
Ireland,A.W. (1949)
Sudan Notes and Records 30 (supplement),

46-49

The author discusses the relationship between building design and climatic
pararreters,
these latter l:eing diurnal temperature range,
relative
humidity, cloud cover and insolation, prevalent wind direction and intense
rainfall events. He concludes that the following features be incoq::orated
into Sudanese buildings: double rooves, insulated outside surface, light
surface colouring, a vertical dirrension approximately three tirres the
horizontal, a verandah and free ventilation. .Many traditional eastern
designs include several of these features.
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Health and canfort in oot climates
Ireland,A.W. (1955)
Sudan Notes and Records

36,

105-11

A climatic
comfort classification for five Sudanese locations
is
constructed based on the comfort indices devised by Professor Sir D Brunt.
Air
temperature and relative humidity form the two basic climatic
pararreters used and the canfort grarns are designed for an outdoors
situation with light clothing. Graphs for Wadi Halfa, Port Sudam, KhartoLDll,
Malakal and Juba for Barn and 2pm are included. An Arabic surrmary is
attached.
Desertification or clinate? An investigation regarding the
relatiooship between land degradation and climate in the central SUdan
Olsson,L. (1983)
Lund Publications No.60, SWeden, 36pp.
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This report forms part of the research project l:etween the University of
Lund and the Institute for Environrrental Studies, Khartoun into, 'Regional
Studies of Desertification and its Control: approaches to rehabilitation of
degraded ecosystems in Africa'. This rEpOrt investigates tre relationship
be~en climate and desertification using data fran Kordofan Province.
A
basic analysis of rainfall data is perfonred and then relationships between
land use, crop yields and duststorms with rainfall are investigated. About
a dozen rainfall stations are used in the analysis for the period 1950-80.
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Report on pollution problens in the SUdan [ **]
Parrarrena,J .A. ( 1976)
Neroir N::>. 9, Sudan M:!teorolcgical Service,
Khartoum

168 Rainfall and agriculture in the Sudan [**]
Rath,U.C.W. ( 1956)
Technical Note No.3 (Old series),
M:!teorological Service, Khartoum
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169 The darend for soft drinks in the SUdan: a case study
Sherbini, P.. A.El (1961)
Sudan Notes and Records 62, 102-17
The derrand for soft drinks in the SUdan is a function of several i..rrp)rtant
variables . Temperatures, sales prarotion, Huslim festivities, incare,
canpetition and price are all imPJrtant detenninants of soft-drink sales.
Ho,.;ever, they vary in their relative i.ntx>rtance. The tenperature factor was
investigated for the period January 1956 to August 1958 using rrean rronthly
t emperature s (it is assurred these are for Khartoun al t..l"nugh no indication
i s give n). Regressicns with sales figures of soft drinks sho.Yed consistant
r e l a tionshi ps with anorralous rronths being accounted for by price changes or
advertising. Tat1f.€ratures are therefore shown to be a useful planning
parame t e r for soft drinks sales managers in Khartoum.
170 The distribution of tree species in SUdan in relation to rainfall and
soil texture
&nith,J. (1949)
Ministry of Agriculture, Bulletin No.4, Khartoum,
83pp.

This work is primarily a ccmrentary on the vegetation geography of SUdan,
but relates the distribution of species to the prevailing annual rainfall
patterns in the country. The maroir camences by discussing the role of
clirrate (rainfall) in detennining species distribution, although a very
static viev of clirrate is acbpted. There is also discussion of the
effectiveness of rainfall under different soil conditions in creating soil
rroisture availability for plant growth. A generally optimistic viev of
vegetation regeneration is taken, arguing that there is no clirratic
obstacle to such restoration.
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Desertification and rural change in the central SUdan
Trilsbach,A. (1983)
Unp..tblished PhD Thesis, University of Wales,
517pp.

Chapter 4 of this thesis examines rainfall variability in the context of
rural change in central Sudan. '!Wenty-four rainfall stations in central
Sudan are analysed to look at parameters of annual rainfall variations
s i nce the first quarter of the century. This is foll~d by a rrore detailed
study of the Gezira/northern White Nile area, utilising an extra 14
stations . Analyses are conducted for various time periods ranging fran 20
years to single wet seasons. A number of rainfall inconsistencies are
identified.
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Desert stePJ;es and fog oases in the southern Nubian coastal region;
st\Xiy of vegetation and agriculture of the tropics (in Gerrran)

Troll,C. (1935)
241-81

Gesellschaft fur E:rdkunde zu Berlin, Zeitschrift
--

7/8,

Vegetation and agricultural zones are correlated with climatic conditions
in the region of Sudan near the coast. l-Eteorological tables for ta..ns in
the region are a_ppended.
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173 The clinate of the southern Sudan in relation to cotton growing
Wardle,R.A. (1926)
~anchester ~~irs
70(6), 59-69
The author sl.JITU'arises the climatic regirres of central and southern Sudan in
view of the attempts being nade to establish the cultivation of llrnerican
Upland varieties of ootton as a rain crop in the region. On the whole,
climatic conditions in the central Sudan rainfall area, although favourable
for short-staple cotton growing, are rot suitable for the cultivation of
cotton with fibre-length of greater than 25rnn. The roister areas of
southern Sudan (Bahr-el-Ghazal and l'bngalla Provinces) are likely to be
nore suitable.
17 4 Cotton growing in relation to clinate in Egypt arrl the SUQan
Williarns,C.B. (1924)
Ministry of Agriculture, Bulletin No.47,
Cairo, 3lpp.
A rrethcd. is devised by the author to show how the relation of the cotton
plant to t€mf€rature and rainfall in the different cotton-growing parts of
the world can be studied by means of a diagram representing, vertically,
the tatlf€rature or rainfall and, horizontally, the stages in the growth of
the plant. The rrethod is applied to a study of the variety of clilT'atic
condi tioos
under which cotton is grown in Egypt and
the
Sudan.
1-leteorological tables are given for different places including Khartoum,
Kassala and Wad ~ani.
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~EVAPORATION

175

CUrrent processes on measurem:mt am est.irration of evap:>ration fran
lake surfaces [ **]
Abdalla,H.A.B. (1981)
Unpublished rep:>rt, Sudan Meteorolcgical
Servi ce, Khartoum
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A rme on estirrating evap:>ration using the Penrran formula
Mam,E.H.S. (1973)
Parrphlet No.8, Sudan Meteorolcgical Service,
Khartoum

177

water balance in the SUdan
Awadulla,S.A. (1977)
Unpublished
178pp.

~Se

Thesis,

University of Sheffield,

This thesis provides the detailed groundw::>rk which led to th:! author's
publication (see 178) tabulating rronthly P.E. valoos for 300 stations in
SUdan. The details of the application an:l m:rlification of Pennan 's equation
are presented and also the details of the statistical interp:>lation
technique which was used to establish the necessary pararreters for the
ne twork of stations (see 4) •
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Potential evap:>transpiration over the SUdan: an awlication of

Perman 's m:rlel over a dense spatial pattern

Awadulla,S.A. (1983)
Khartoum

Scientific Note No.3,

Sudan Meteorolcgical Servic€

Esti.rrates of rronthly average potential evap:>transpiration for Sudanese
stations have been detennined through an application of Penrran 's fonnula.
In Sudan, first-order stations measuring sunshine and radiation for a
period loog enough for averaged values number only al:x>ut 20. The spatial
pattern created by these first-order stations leave very big gaps over the
diffe rent parts of the oountry, particularly north of Khartoun. To overcane
this problem a statistical interpolation routine was used to establish mean
rronthly P.E. values for the stamard period 1950-80 for over 300 stations
in Sudan. These data are tabulated in th:! menoir. The details of the
t echniques used are found in the author's previous MSc thesis (see 177).
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Evap:>ration in El:JYpt am the SUdan
Craig,J.I.C. (1912)
Cairo Scientific Journal

6,

The author derives comparable and reasonable means
different regions in Egypt and the Sudan. Tables
districts along the Nile, using data 1907-1911.
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103-07
of evap:>ration
are given for

for
six

SCire aspects of neasured arrl est.irrated evap:>ration in the Sudan
El Seed,A.H.G. (1968)
Unpublisred MA Thesis, University of Durham,
150pp.

The thesis analyses, for the Sudan,. the rrethods of evap:>ration measurem:mt
by Piche evaporirreter and Class 'A· pan, tcgether with the estirration of
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open-water
evaporation
(EO) from Penman's
formula
and
potential
evapotranspiration (PE) by Thornthwaite 's rrethcd. Regression analysis shcws
a close correlation between measured and computed evaporation at same
stations in northern Sudan where the correlation coefficients are large
(over 0. 70). At sane stations in central and southern Sudan the correlation
· coefficients are low (under 0.50). Also discussed is the distribution of
average annual, seasonal and rronthly Fiche evaporation over the Sudan.
Annual values reveal a steady decrease from north to south and evaporation
isolines seem to run roughly along latitudes from east to west, interrupted
only by upland areas.
181

Changes in evap::>ration rates along a 17km strip of the SUdan Gezira
Davenport,D.C. and Hudson,J.P. (1967)
Agricultural Meteorology 4,
339-52

Differences in evaporation from water dishes and in tenperature and vapour
pressure of the air were observed in the Sudan Gezira where large cotton
fields are interspersed arrongst uncropped dry fallows. lateral movement of
energy resulted in high evaporation rates near the leading edges of
irrigated fields and in a progressive decrease of about 30% in evaporative
demand within the leading 60rn of a cotton field. Evaporation rates
increased as the wind blew across dry, uncrop~ fields lying dCJINI1wind of
cotton.
Water losses from evaporimeters with equivalent
exposures,
decreased at the rate of nearly 2% per kilometre over a transect of 17krn.
The
lateral changes in evaporation rates were due to changes
in
temperature, vapour pressure deficit and wind speed along the transect .
.Advection was found to be less apparent in the t€!1Tf€rate condi ticns in
England than in the hot, arid cli.nate of Sudan.
182 1-Eteorological observaticns and Peman estimates of evap::>ration along
a 17km transect in the SUdan Gezira
Davenport,D.C. and Hudson,J.P. (1967)
Agricultural 1-Eteoroloqy 4,
405-14
Daily rreasuranents of maximum and rninim..nn tenperature, wind velocity and
vapour pressure were nade at windward and leeward edges of selected cotton
fields, interspersed arrongst cropped fields in the Sudan Gezira. t-ean
temperature, vapour pressure deficit and wind run were lOM;!r at the leeward
than windward edges of the cotton fields. At comparable windward sites,
wind run per day and rrean daily tert{:erature decreased as the dCJINI1wind
distance from the most windward edge of the 17krn transect increased. Values
of eva_poration, calculated by the Penrran formula fran rreteorological data
at various sites, were reduced by the presence of up.vind stretches of
cotton. Negative Bo'Men ratios irrlicated that advection conditions existed.
183 Clirnatonani.cal study of irrigation effects on soil noisture in Sudan's
Gezira region
Debailo,S.M. ( 1976)
Unpublished MSc Thesis, University of WisconsinMadison, 39pp.
184

The detennination of potential eva1;0transpiration by the use of
drainage lysimeters
El Nadi,A.M.H. (1963)
Unpublished MSc Thesis, University of Khartoum,
87pp.
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Thi s is a critica l a ssessment of Pe nman's estimation technique for P.E. by
us ing anpirical rreasurerrents of P.E. in semi-arid Sudan. The author
concludes that Penman i s not a pplicable in northern Sudan because of the
daninance of the advection process in this region.
(in German)
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Evaporation and waterless in the Nile basin
Haude,W. ( 1959)
~ Annaler
41, 49-66
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Evaporation under hot, dry conditions: changes across 10 miles of
ootton and fallow in SUdan [ **]
Hudson,J.P. (1964)
~Cotton Growing Revie.w 41,
241-54

Evaporation in F>:Jypt and SUdan
Keeling,B.F.E. (1909)
Egyptian SUrvey Department, Paper No.l5,
Cairo

187

29pp.

This report sll!Tll'arises the current kn<::1.Yledge of tre rate of evaporation
fran water surfares in Egypt and Sudan. A canparison of evaporirreters is
made. A st.nmary is given of rates of evaporation ol::served at second-order
meteorological
stations in the Nile Valley.
The relation
between
evaporation and other meteorological factors in the region is pointed out
arrl the diurnal variation of evaporation is described. Sorre representative
tables of data are included.
Evaporation and soil ooisture depletion in the Gedaref region of eastcentral SUdan
Musa,S.B. (1986)
Unpublished Ph D Thesis, University of Wales
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This thesis studies evaporation, the depletion of soil ooisture during the
rainy season and tests the applicability of various evaporation estimation
methcrls in the rot, semi-arid conditirns of the Gedaref region of the SUdan
(annual rainfall between 300nm and 700nm). The evaporation rreasurement
methcrls anployed included a Class 'A' pan, a Piche atnareter and 20
weighable lysimeters for the assessment of actual and potential rates of
bare soil evaporation and evapotranspiration. Established evaporation
estimation methods tested for applicability proved to be inadequate in the
Gedaref region.
The original Penman method,
for example,
greatly
underestimate s measured potential evapotranspiration (PE) with mean monthly
deviatioos as high as 5.4lmn/day. New regression rro:lels \>."ere therefore
developed and the Penman fornula revised. The forrrer approximated measured
PE very closely with highest mean monthly deviations only 0.38mm/day and
the revised Penman formula produced deviations of 0.89mrnVday.
189 Rainfall and evaporation loss in the Sudan
Oliver ,J.E. ( 1965)
Weather 20, 58-64
Rainfall effectiveness in SUdan is influenced by the diurnal rainfall
pattern. To obtain a full picture of rainfall effectiveness one must
consider soil texture and structure, vegetation cover and slope and
evaporation losses. The timing of rainfall during the rainy season affects
its availability to plants. The timing during the day modifies evaporation.
These
issues
of rainfall effectiveness and seasonal
and
diurnal
distributions are examined using rainfall data from 9 stations in semi-arid
Sudan, together with data on windspeed and soil ternr:eratures.
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Problems of determining evapotranspiration in the sani-arid tropics
illustrated with reference to the Sudan
Oliver,J.E. (1969)
_gl=_ 2f !..~ Ge<?graphy 28, 64-74
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A discussion of evaf()transpiration calculations in the tropics after Peruran
and Thornthwaite is folla.-.ed by a ccmnent on the maps of Satakopan (see
192). Ananalies fran theoretical detenn.inations in Sudan are nentioned.
There are two situations in the Sudan in which actual evapotranspiration
will depart fran fQtential evaf()transpiration. In unirrigated, sparsel y
vegetated areas actual losses will fall short of the estimates, whilst fran
irrigated lands, esr;ecially in cases of small pump irrigated scherres,
calculated values based on the site climatic data can be considerably
exceeded by actual evaf()transpiration. Examples of both are given.
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192

Water saving through reduction of evaporation [**]
Saeed,A.A.S. (1957)
Technical Note No.l (New series),
t-eteorological Service, Khartoum
Water balance in the SUdan
Satakopan,V. (1961)
M=noir No.5,
Khartoum, 33pp.

Sudan

Sudan Meteorological Service,

The concept of water balance of an area as derived from its precipitation,
potential evaf()transpiration, soil rroisture retention and runoff intrcduced
by Thornthwaite in 1948 has found useful application in different parts of
the world. In the SUdan, with its extensive sem.i.-arid and arid regions,
harressing available water resources and their conservation for ccnsumpti ve
use constitute the basic problems in many developrent projects in the
country. It was therefore, considered desirable to study the water balance
of the country according to nethods evolved by Thornthwai te. This rneroir
presents a report on such a study. 1921-50 is the reference period used in
data selection and the water balance is calculated for 69 stations
throughout Sudan. Monthly P.E. and water deficit maps are constructed in
colour and included in the merroir. A clinatic regionalisation of Sudan
according to Thornthwaite 's nethod is also attached.
193 Evaporation fran the Nile at Khartoun (in Gennan)
Turstig,R. (1912)
t-eteorolaqische Zeitschrift 29,

454-62

t-easurarent procedures are described. Tanr;erature differences beboleen air
and water are noted and wind conditions charted. Evaporation is related to
these cli.rretological conditions. Tables are brief and cover only a two
IrOnth period, t-larch and April.
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i:_ CLIMATIC CHANGE
194 Notes on Q.laternary cli.nates in SUdan
Apf€11dix 25 in Soil conservation ccmnittee
Andr&'S ,G. (1944)
~ Sudan Government, Khartoum - An assortment of evidence is presented from Sudan of tre likely clirratic
regime of the Quaternary era. This is collated in view of the brief of the
Camti..ttee to 'report and recarurend on the soil erosion and desiccation
argurrent' i n Sudan. The main bcx:ly of the report concludes, "Trere is
the ref ore , very strong evidence in the Sudan that tre clirrate of tcx1ay with
i t s norma l variation has undergone no basic change for better or worse
since the close o f the final major wet phase of Pleistocne times
the
soil deterioration that has occurred and which is still occurring rray
the r e fore safely be attributed to the work of mankirrl arrl his danesticated
animals ... "
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01anging rainfall patterns in western SUdan
Eldredge,E., El Sayeed Khalil,S., Slater,C., Nicholds,N., Abdalla,A.A.
and Ryd jeski, D. (198 7)
Unpublished paper, UNEC6, Khartoum

Rainfall series for North Darfur and North Koroofan through 1986 have been
examined. Annual and rronthly series are presented and analysed. Relatively
dry conditions have persisted in this region since 1966 due rrainly to
declires in rainfall during July, August and Septenber, the critical rronths
for the annual agricultural cycle. Changes in daily rainfall rragnitude and
frequency are examined for the four rainy season rronths. It is recamended
that agricultural planning and governrrent policies be based on recent
treteorological p:ttterns.
196

'!he nature of rainfall over the SUdan and the potentialities for its
artificial m::xlification [ **]
El Tan,M.A. (1972)
SUdan Research Unit, Pub. No.lS, Khartoum, 44pp.

197 '1lle low rainfall of 1913
Grove,A.T. (1973)
Savanna

2,

133-38

Evidence is presented for the exceptional nature of the 1913 rainy season
in the Sahel and Nile Basin. The 1913 Nile flcx:xi ....as the lo.;est for which
authentic data exist. Rainfall conditions in tre Nile Basin represented by
118 stations (including 42 fran Sudan) supp::>rts the contention of an
extrerre 1y dry year.
198

Pluvial lakes of north-western SUdan
Haynes,C.V., Mehringer Jr.,P.J. and Zaghloul, El S. (1979)
145, 437-445

~ ~

The extrerre desert of south-western Egypt and north-western Sudan has
revealed traces of numerous srrall, shallo.;, rain-fed lakes, relics fran
earlier pericrls of less arid cli.rrate. In 1976, sites of such lakes at the
oases of Selima, Laqiya Arba 'in and l>-Erga in north-western SUdan were
studied. Sample s of lacustrine dep::>sits yielded sufficient carbonate
materi al for radiocarbon dating and values obtained indicate that the lakes
dried up sane 6000 years ago, occasi oning the withdra....al of the Neolithic
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inhabitants. Sediment cores taken at Merga for pollen and radiocarl::.cn
analysis suggest a later hyr:erarid phase ending al::out 600 years ago.
199

1983: an exceptionally dry year in central SUdan
Hulrre,N. (1984)
Weather 39, 281-85

Annual and rronthly rainfalls for 1983 are presented and placed in the
context of the 20th century rainfall rerord. Between 14 and 16 degrees
north 1983 was the driest year this century resulting in widespread crop
failure. Famine was already being reported in January 1984 in Darfur
Province.
200

Sea.llar climatic arrl hydrological change in central SUdan
Hulrne,M. (1985)
Unpublished PhD Thesis, University of Wales,

282pp.

Changes in 20th century rainfall characteristics in the 12 to l6°N zone of
Sudan are investigated at two levels. First, up to 55 annual rainfall
series are analysed with respect to climatic change. Secondly, 12 long-term
series of daily rainfalls are analysed with respect to changes in daily
rainfall magnitude-frequencies and ....et season structures. The hydrological
resfOnse to such rainfall changes is explored in the context of a local
study area in the hhlte Nile Province. Experinental, interview and limited
archival material is used to examine several hydrological variables,
including
infiltration capacities,
wadi flow
magnitude-frequencies,
groundwater aquifers and water quality.
201

The 1986 ~ season in central SUdan
Hulrne,M. (1987)
weather 42, 193-95

Preliminary data fran the 1986 wet season in central Sudan is presented and
the rainfall perfornance of that year plaCEd in the context of recent dry
years. A standardised regional rainfall series (see 199 arrl 203) is up:lated
and 1986 is soown to be the wettest year since 1981 in central Sudan. Using
a water balance rncx:lel, the 1986 ....et season onset and termination is
canpared to the previous 6 years and found to be quite favourable for crop
performance.
202

Sea.Ilar changes in wet season structure in central SUdan
Hulrre,M. ( 1987)
JL of ~id Envriorunents 13, 31-46

This paper investigates climatic change in central Sudan through analysing
changes in ....et season structures over 80 years for 12 stations. A ....et
season model
is defined,
based on daily
rainfalls,
potential
evafX)transpiration and an assurred field capacity. Analysis centres on the
timing of wet season onset and termination and the frequencies of breaks·
within the ....et season and ....et season failures r null starts,).
203

Generation of drought that triggered disaster
Hulrre,M. and Walsh,R.P.D. (1985)
New Scientist

4th April,

p.ll

standardised regional rainfall series for central Sudan (1900-84)
26 stations is presented and briefly commented upon.
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Changes in the cli.Irate and vegetation of the SUdan
Jackson,H.C. ( 1957)
Suc:Jarl. Notes and Records
38, 47-66

The climatic history of Sudan from the Palaeolithic (600,000BP) to the
present i s sLUTll'arised, with rra.jor enphasis on the last few thousand years.
There is a predaninance of archaeological and literary evidence over
environmental evidence. For example, records from the Egyptian dynastic
period, the geographers of Classical times arrl tre accounts of t<Edieval
Arab and rrodern European geographers are discussed. The history errls in the
last 200 years with the contention that there have been only minor
fluctuatirns in cli.Irate since the end of the Neolithic pluvial. There is a
recCXjll.ised sparsity of detail fran southern Sudan. A reference list of over
50 items on archaeological and enviromental change is included.
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A wetter climate in eastern Sudan, 2,000 years ago?
M:lwson,R. and Williams,M.A.J. (1984)
Nature 309, 49-51

Within the past 15 years accurate radiocarbon dating and plant microfossil
analysis of tropical lake sed.irrents in Africa arrl elsewhere have revealed
that the early Holocene (ll-7kyr) \\aS generally ~tter than
today
throughout the tropics, in contrast to the last glacial maximum ( 18 t 2kyr),
which v.as cool, dry and windy. Desiccation begliming ea. 4. Skyr ago forced
~~lithic herders to abandon previously habitable Old World deserts.
Less
well knam is the cli.Irate of proto-historic tirres (ea. 2kyr ago), when
iron-smelting becarre im[::ortant in Africa. Here we present the first
evidence that the Red Sea Hills were SCI"I'8*lhat wetter at this t:ilre and
suggest that this v.as also true of much of northern Africa. Freshwater
JTOlluscs fran the alluvial clays which line the main valley near the
original site at Erkowit in the Red Sea Hills were collected, identified
and dated. Additional archaeological arrl archival evidence is also used to
support the argurrent.
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Desiccation or destruction; notes on the increase of desert areas in
the Nile Valley
Robinson,A.E. (1935)
Sudan Notes arrl Records 18, 119-30

It is pointed out that increases in desert areas in the Nile Valley are in
rrany cases due to hurran neglect or destruction and not entirely caused ~y
climatic
changes.
References
to numerous studies of
changes
~n
civilisation, agriculture, river level and climate are rra.de in footnotes.
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IDng-tenn variation in precipitation in the Sahel and Sudan
Sherenatova,L.!-'1. ( 1977)
Leningrad Glav. Geof. Obs.
386, 122-29

Data fran the Sahel are analysed (including four Sudanese stations) from
the beginning of the century to 1974. Secular trends and fluctuations are
examined as well as inherent rainfall variabilities. Sorre subjective
caunent and judgerrents are passed on the impact of the drought. [This paper
originally appeared in Russian, but has been translated by S.G.Crawford at
the r<~teorological Office, Bracknell 1
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Tanperature trends in Egypt and Sudan
Sutton,L.J. (1936)
Qtly . & of the Royal Het. Soc.

62,

120-22

TemP=rature data from 1900-34 for seven Sudanese staticns are examined by
the current Director of the Sudan .r-Eteorological Service (he retired 111
1936). A warming in rrean temperature of ret~n 0.5 and 1° C is found
retween 1906-19 and 1920-34 for the Sudanese stations. Data fran several
Egyptian statioos display a siln.ilar tendency and sane ccmrents are made
about tre relationship of this tanperature trend with rainfall levels.
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Recent rainfall changes in central SUdan and their physical and human
implications
Trilsbach,A. and Hulrre,l'-1. (1984)
Trans. Inst. Brit. ~ 9, 280-98

The paper examines rainfall changes in the critical desertification zone
between 12 and 16 ° N in Sudan. Three aspects of rainfall change are
examined: changes in annual rainfall, changes in daily rainfall magnitude frequency, and rainfall localisation. Sorre physical and hurnan implications
of these rainfall changes are discussed, quoting examples from the white
Nile Province.
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Recent rainfall changes and their inpact on hydrology and water SUfPlY
in the sani-arid zcne of the Sudan
walsh,R.P.D. and Hulrre,M. (1987)
~ ~
153(3)

Rainfall
decline in semi-arid Sudan since 1965 has continued
and
intensified in the 1980s, with 1984 the driest year on record. In white
Nile Province annual rainfall in 1965-84 was 40% below 1920-39 levels: wet
season length has contracted by 39-51%; and the frequency of both large and
minor daily falls has declined by up to 51%. Hydrological consequences of
these changes have been varied. lvbdels of tre hydrolCXJical irnp:lct of
rainfall
decline must take into account local physical and
human
conditions, changes in a variety of rainfall pararreters and different types
of human response to drought in order to be useful.
2ll

Olanges in the climate and vegetation of the SUdan since 20,000BP
Wickens,G.E. (1975)
Boisseira 24, 43-75

Presents evidence for concluding that the evidence that the isohyets rroved
by as much as 450krn southwards and 400krn northwards of their present
position during the period and that parallel shifts in the vegetation
explain the presence today, in isolated localities, of such species as
Anogeissus leiocarpus and Terminalia brownii.
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QJaternary envirorurents in Northern Africa
Williams,M.A.J. (1982)
pp.l3-22 in, A land between two Niles (eds.)
Williams,M.A.J. and Adamson,D.A.
Balkerra, Rotterdam-;- 246pp .

A brief overview of the salient changes in the environment of the Sahara
with a specific section on Q.Iaternary changes in climate in Sudan. An
extensive bibliCXJraphy on all aspects of Quaternary environrrents in
northeast Africa is supplied.
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.9-=.. A'IM:SPHERIC DUST

Duststonns at Khartoun
Bhalotra,Y.P.R. (1958)
Merroir No.l,
Khartoum

213

214

Sudan Meteorological Service,

'!be relationship of dust to cold fronts over the Sudan during the dry
season

Delsi,M. (1967)

Meteorological Magazine

96,

50-57

The traditional theory relating dust to cold fronts during the dry season
(winter) over north and northern central Sudan limits the occurrence of
dust to the rear of the front and therefore has the effect that fronts are
placed to mark the southern limit of dust. This theory \o.Drks satisfactorily
during the early part of the season. H~ever, if the leading edge of dust
is taken to represent the froot in the later part of the season (Apriltvlay), then the front app:ars to progress unevenly with sudden jumps and
with tenperature apparently rising behind the front on sane occasions. An
example is given of the type of analysis under consideration. It is soown
that late in the season a dust l:elt 60 to 200 miles wide develops ahead of
cold fronts and that the edge of the pre-frontal dust belt need not be
taken as the real cold front position. The causes of the pre-frontal dust
belt are discussed.
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~aft haboob in Khartoum
Delsi,M. ( 1968)
Unpublished report,
Khartoum, 1 7pp.

Sudan Meteorological Service,

The synoptic cooditions most favourable for the developrent of habool::s are
described: light, rroist, surface southwesterlies which enable vigorous
surface convection currents to be transmitted to the upper easterlies,
thereby initiating strong d~drafts.
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A few characteristics of fronts of winds during sarrlstonns in Egypt
(in Italian)
El Fandy,M.G. (1948)
Annali di Geofisica 1, 610-615

Wind velocities during various sandstorms in North Africa are studied fran
anerrareter records for Khartoum, Cairo, Heliopolis and Alnaza.
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Halxrl:>s a00 instability in the SUdan
Farquharson,J.S. (1937)
Qtly. ~~ of

the_ ~

l-let. Soc.

63,

393-414

The duststorrns of the Sudan, called haboobs, are srown to be associated
with thunder squalls. Several haboobs are discussed with particular
refe rence to upp:r winds arrl upp:r air tenperatures, an imication of the
sr:eeds of the vertica 1 currents associated with a haboob. Conditions
associated with instability in the Sudan are investigated and it is
suggested that they nay be related to a discontinuity l:e~n SW rronsoon
and NE trade with sr:ecified slope. The author favours the thunder squall
association over the cold froot phenarena, although elsewhere (see 228 and
229) Sutton suggests both causes as possible. [Photographs included]
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218 Sa.ndsto.rms in tre Sudan
Fleming,J. (1953)
Meteorological

~~qazine

82,

26-27

A brief note on the characteristics of haboobs fran observations rrade at
Khartoum. There is the claim that the habcobs of recent years ( 1940s and
50s)
were less dust-laden than earlier years because of increased
vegetation cover in the Gezira. Two black and white photcx;:;raphs are
included.
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San:1 devils in the Sudan
Flower,W.D. (1938)
Meteorological

~agazine

73,

146-50

A brief report of sand devil occurrences in April and ~lay 1937 and again
April 1938. Trese were observed near Wad ~ni, Khartoum and Musmir in
Northern Province arrl were up to several lOO feet in vertical extent, anticlockwise in rotation and possessing a maximum lifespan of about 15
minutes.
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DuststoDTIS of the Anglcr-Egypti.an Sudan
Meteorological Office Reports No.ll (Vol. 2),
Freeman,M.H. (1952)
H.N.S.O., wndon, 22p.

In a survey of 82 sumer hal:xx:>bs at Khartoun, the author found a rraximum
duration of 6. 5 hours with a peak between 30 minutes and cne hour. However,
33 of tr-ese haboobs were ended prematurely by rain.
221

Hatoob structure at Rhartoum
Lawson,T.J. (1971)
weather 26,

105-11

expedition to Khartoum during Jun: 1969 was designed to obtain timelapse film of downdraught hal:xx>bs so that notions at the front could be
canpared with results fran tank exper.i.rcents in the laboratory. A secondary
aim was to find whether the dust-content contributed significantly to the
density gradients. The frontal structure of a haboob is described, along
with the surface temperature record during the r;::assage of the haboob front.
A two degree centigrade reduction in temperature occurred over a 30 second
period. Particle-size analysis showed a range of 10 to 50 microns which
corresponds to a fall-out time from lOOOm of between ore arrl seven hours.
Two photcx;:;raphs of haboobs over Khartoum are included.
An
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A review of weather systems connected with dust storms in the

am surrounding areas
Morales,H. C. (1979)
Lund Publications No.41,

Sudan

Sweden,

28pp.

Ground conditions in the arid northern and central parts of Sudan are
particularly favourable to the forrration of dust. The occurrence of strong
turbulent winds in conjunction with these ground conditions make dust
storms frequent. There can be several types of dust storms and the various
air rrasses, wind systems and weather corrlitions which cause these storms ae
detailed.
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223 The u se of meteorologial otse.rvations for studies of the rncbilistaion,
trans{X)rt and de{X)sition of Saharan soil dust
t·kJrales ,H. C. (1979 )
pp .ll 9-31 in Saharan Dust (eel.) Horale s, H.C.,
8A.::OPE 14, Wi ley,
--- -SYNOP re!=XJrts (weather r er;orts fran the meteorological network of so-called
SYNOP stations) contain much valuable information in relation to studies of
the rrobilisation, air-borne trans{X)rt and depcsition of desert soil dust.
Details of this information are presented in the paper. A further two
examples are given on ha.v to make use of the SYNOP re{X)rts, one showing the
migration of a duststorrn over the Sudan area on a series of ~ather maps,
the other for a study on the threshold wind velocity for raising desert
soil dust. Sudan case study data are from 1974.
224

case sttrly of a dust storm weather situation in the SUdan, April, 1973
t-brales,H.C. ( 1980)
Pure arrl ~lied Geophysics 119, 658-76

225

Effect of drought on dust prcrluction in the Sahe1
Middleton,N.J. (1985)
Nature 316, 431-34

The severe drought currently afflicting the Sudano-Sahelian zone to the
south of the Sahara Desert has been suggested to be instrumental in
producing an increased output of soil-derived aerosols into the atmosphere
fran the region. Data are presented here fran selected rreteorological
stations which show that dust-storm activity in the west and east of the
Sudaoo-Sahelian belt has drarratically increased during the drought years;
by a factor of 6 in Hauritania arrl up to a factor of 5 in Sudan. [SUdan
data consists of 5 staticns in central SUdan for the period 1950-78 and is
frequency of occasions with visibility <lOOOm].
22 6

01 h.aboOOs in the E:Jyptian SUdan
Schempf ,W.H. ( 1943)
Bulletin of the. American Met. Soc.

A thorough,

24,

descriptive account of haboobs referring to source
rather than using original data.
227

371-77
material

r-Eteorological note on the SUdan haboob
Sudan Goverrnent ( 1951)
Met. Mag. 80, 298-99

This note ccnsists of the text of 'Notices to Airman, No. 8/51' circulated
in March 1951 by the Sudan Goverrunent.
In contains rreteorological
information on haboobs likely to be encountered by aviators in Sudan.
Hal:xx:lbs are claimed to be encountered between t-lay and September, may rise
to a height of 6,000 to 9,000 feet and may last 2-4 hours in the early
s eascn, but of much shorter duration ( 15 minutes) in late season, when they
are more likely to be accorrpa.nied by r'ain.
228

Habx>bs

Sutton,L.J. ( 1925)

Qtly.

~of

the Royal Met. Soc.

51,

25-30

The author presents a general description of atmospheric dust events in
northern Sudan, haboobs being the most dramatic and frequently identified.
t-kJnthly frequency data are tabulated for ol:served haboobs in Khartoun for
1916-23. Direction of halx:ob approach is also indicated. Of the 196 in the
46

8-year pericx:l, 159 occurred in the rainy season and 37 at other times. The
rainy season hatoobs approached fran the south or southeast. Sare ccmnent
is also made on the relationship of haboob passage to surface tanperat ure .
A general lowering of tE!'(1ferature seans to occur for up to three days
before a haboob event. H G Lyons, in discussioo after the reading of the
paper, anphasised the difficulty of tenninolo:ry of at:mc:5P.eric dust eve nts
and argued for a clear distinction between snall, circular storms of soort
duration and prolonged dust events of lesser intensity.
2 29

Hal::x::lobs
Sutton,L.J. (1931)

Qtly.

~of the~

t-let. Soc.

57,

143-61

The author extends his previous study on haboobs (see 228) by providing
rrore detailed statistical and syncptic analyses of their occurrence in
northern Sudan. Records for 1916-29 at Khartoum and 1921-29 at Kassala are
presented. Khartoum data indicate an average of 20 haboobs per year, of 3
hours duration and typically occurring in early evening. The author then
investigates the synoptic history of several haboobs including autographic
charts of pressure, temperature, humidity and wind velocity during ha}::x:)()b
events. He concludes that the majority are likely to be linked to
convective processes. No data are presented on visibility during haboobs,
which is na.v the main way the Sudan t<leteorological Servioe records dust
events. In tv.o pages of discussion folla.ving the pa~r, a variety of
contributors draw canp:rrisons with dust events in other parts of tre v.orld.
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Egyptian Governrrent,
230

r-~teorological

Department, Cairo:

Annual M:!teorological Report (1900-1949)

Forty volumes are included within this time period, usually being published
tv.o to thre e years after data collection. A wide range of stations from
Egypt, Sudan, Abyssinia are included with monthly sumraries of standard
rreteorological pararreters.
Since 1950,
Sudanese stations have been
publishErl separately be the Sudan Z.~teorological Service [Entry 14].
231

Report on the weather and state of the river Nile for the m:>nth
(1934-1944) [**]

Monthly descriptive ccmments are made and brief summary tables of pressure,
tanr.erature and rainfall for various secticns of Egypt and the Sudan.
Discharges of the Nile are included for 1934 to 1938.

Sudan

232

~teorological

Service:

M:lnthly rainfall statistics (1944-1986; ongoing)

Detailed roonthly data for the r.eriod are included for nunerous stations in
Sudan, aloog with sore Eritrean rainfall statistics.
233

Pentad Rainfall Stmnary

(1949 and various follOi.'ing years)

Five-day rainfall totals are included for selected Sudanese stations
the r.eriod April to Octol:er.
234

for

Annual M:!teorological Report (1950-1985; ongoing)

Full !Tl0'1thly meteorological st.Il'l11'aries are incorporated for between 50 and
90
Sudanese
rreteorological stations.
z.Ean roonthly
pressure,
air
t anr.erature , vapour pressure, relative humidity, rainfall, surface wind,
cloud anount, Piche evap:>ration and visibility are aroong · the pararreters
included. Additionally, until 1980 when the Annual Rainfall Report (see
128) \\aS instigated, roonthly and annual rainfall totals \\ere included for
varying nl!Til::ers of raingauge stations (between 200 and 700) [Entry 40].
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235 Agrameteorology Bulletin

(1958-1985; ongoing)

A monthly bulletin providing listings of rrean rronthly
pararreters,
including: wind direction and speed, daily rainfall, solar radiation and
sunshine duration, soil temperatures at 10 depths, Piche evapxation and
wind speed, t€1'1'p;!rature and humidity at 5 different heights above ground.
Number of stations ranges fran four in earlier years to seven or eight in
later years.
236

Annual. Agrameteorology Report

( 1962 and various follawing years)

Annual report for the agraneterological year fran April to t<larch. Eased on
the returns published in the rronthly Agrameteorological Bulletin (see 235)
with the sarre statims included.
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Synoptic Bulletin

(1965 and various following years)

238

Annual Rainfall Report (1980-1986; ongoing)

[**]

on-going annual publication which lists annual and m:x1thly
totals, 1mn and lOmn rainday frequencies and maxi.m.un rainfall
rronth. The number of stations included varies between 50 arrl 100,
several of these nay have no returns incorp:>rated. Data soould
carefully checked for errors and anissions. [Entry 128]
An

rainfall
in each
altrough
be very

Sudan Governrrent:
239

SUdan Alnanac

(various years fran 1900)

Miscellaneous clinatic infornation and data on Sudan usually included.
Canpiled by Intelligence Unit, Cairo and published by ID-150, Londoo.

United Nations Errergency Office, Sudan (UNEOS)
240

Early Warning Systen Bulletin

(January 1986; ongoing)

A monthly bulletin prepared with the intention of providing environrrental
econcmic infornation relevant to identifying areas prone to food
shortage and famine. Amongst other items, rainfall data (aggregates,
distribution and rainday totals) are included during the ~t season for a
handful of key stations througoout the country. Probably represents the
most rapid published dissemination of Sudanese rainfall data.
and
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